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Foreword
Pedigree Cloud is a product of Wild Systems Pty Ltd ABN 85 065 845 927, incorporated in Australia.
Technical support for Pedigree Cloud is available to registered users for one year from the date your
original order for Pedigree Cloud, or upgrade, is dispatched to you.
We are happy to provide technical support between 10:00am and 6:00pm, Monday to Friday and
10:00am to 4:00pm on Saturdays. However, we would ask that you please read your manual before
calling us. As Wild Systems provides technical support free of charge to registered users we reserve
the right to redefine that support at our own discretion, without prior notice.
For technical support or sales inquiries please contact Wild Systems Pty Ltd by phone, mail or
Internet
e-mail:

Email:
Web:
Tel:
Mail:

support@breedmate.com.
www.breedmate.com
+61 2 9876 3926
PO Box 2395, Carlingford Court, NSW, 2118, AUSTRALIA

Pedigree Cloud has been priced at a fraction of similar products so that it is affordable for all
breeders. Do not provide copies of this software and or registration number to others and do not use
this software if you are not a licensed user.
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1 Introduction
This manual covers Pedigree Publisher and Pedigree Cloud. Pedigree Cloud is a superset of Pedigree Publisher,
i.e. it does everything it does and more. Throughout this manual when we refer Pedigree Publisher (PedPub) we
are also referring to Pedigree Cloud. If we refer to Pedigree Cloud then that feature only exists in Pedigree Cloud
and not in Pedigree Publisher.
This manual covers Pedigree Cloud (PedCloud). PedCloud is desktop pedigree software that runs on Windows
PCs. It is a superset of our other product, Pedigree Publisher (PedPub), i.e. it does everything that PedPub does
and more. In simple terms PedPub connects to an SQLite database file stored on your PC which contains
pedigree and related information like contacts, shows, litters, health. It also has a form file with multiple forms
in it that display various reports like pedigrees. The database and the forms are completely user customizable.
With PedPub (as with most desktop pedigree software) it is not that easy to use when there are multiple users
of the same data because copies of the database would have to be manually passed around and manually
merged. This is a fairly time consuming and inaccurate activity.
PedCloud solves the data sharing problem. While it can optionally connect to an SQLite database on your PC, it
can also connect to a MySQL database stored “in the cloud”, i.e. on a server somewhere on the internet. The big
difference here is that you can have multiple users connected at the same time, viewing and, if allowed,
modifying that same data. This is useful for groups maintaining registries, genetic databases and breed club
data.
To transition to a cloud database, you should first have a PedPub (or SQLite) .DB file. Then start PedCloud,
connect to your MySQL database, upload your PedPub data (using TOOLS-Import PedPub into MySQL) and that’s
it. From this point on you no longer need your .DB file. All viewing and modification of data occurs on the MySQL
database and all the other users you have permitted to connect will see the exact same data as you – all without
the need for any manual copying of data.
Pedigree Cloud is supplied only as a download. You will also require your registration number (located on your
download instructions). We provide regular updates for the program and all its variants and these can be
downloaded from our web site www.breedmate.com after logging in with your registration number. If your
number has expired, you can get another year of upgrades and support at any time by purchasing the (usually)
US$20 upgrade. To be informed of when new updates are released you should join our email list
https://groups.io/g/breedmate.
Note the updates or upgrades do not require you to have any previous versions already installed. When an
update is available can simply download the installation program and back it up to a USB Flash Drive or CDROM
(desirable if you want to reinstall if your computer crashes for any reason).
The installer is a single file, InstallPedPub2.exe, will automatically install Pedigree Cloud.
Pedigree Cloud 4.0 runs under Microsoft Windows Win7/Win8/8.1/10/11.
The following system requirements are recommended:
•

Quad Pentium processor 4GHz

•

8 GB RAM

•

1TB hard disk

•

64bit version of Windows (32bit is NOT supported)

•

28” monitor with 1920x1080 resolution graphics card

•

The Pedigree Cloud program itself requires 5 MB of disk space and a typical database of 1500 records is
about 180 KB in size. A database has a no practical limit on size.
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2 Installation
To install the software simply perform the following steps in the order listed:
•

Download the installer from www.breedmate.com then double click the installer to run it. The installer
file is called either “InstallPedCloud4.exe” or “InstallPedPub4.exe”.

The installer will present you with the license terms and conditions. If you agree with these then click on the
appropriate button. For purposes of license monitoring, the Software may send some information to a central
web site during registration. The information sent contains only the machine identification, the user's
registration number and the product version.
•

After installation, when you first run Pedigree Cloud, you will be asked for a registration number. This
number was supplied with your download instructions. Note the registration number and store it in a
safe place as it will be required should you require any upgrades or reinstallation. If you do lose it you
can email us at support@breedmate.com. Note we will need to verify your identity so you need to
supply your full name, address, phone and approximate date of purchase. Note if you are past your
support period we may require you to purchase the upgrade before we supply your registration
number.

•

Technical support is for a period of one year from the date that your original order or upgrade order is
dispatched. This also includes free upgrades. You can optionally purchase an additional two years of
support and upgrades at the time of your purchase.

The installer will install the Pedigree Cloud program files into a directory called “C:\Program Files
(x86)\PedCloud4.
The data files, form files, user manuals and initialization files are all stored in a different folder called
“C:\Users\Public\Documents\Breedmate”. The reason for splitting the files between these two folders is that
any files in the C:\Program Files folder are protected and cannot be modified whereas we obviously need to be
able to modify data and form files etc.
DO NOT MOVE the files in the “Public Document\Breedmate”
folder or the folder itself. Breedmate relies on this folder being in
that location. IF you do however move those files or the folder,
then what will happen is you will be asked for your registration
number each time you start Breedmate and it will forget all your
settings, such as last opened file.

2.1 Upgrading from Pedigree Explorer
If you are upgrading please note the following:
•

A database produced by Versions 1.0 to 3.0 inclusive of Breedmate, has a BMF extension. It cannot be
read by PedCloud. You will need to send the BMF files to us for conversion. Email to
support@breedmate.com. If the file is large you could try zipping it. This can be done in File Explorer by
right clicking on the file and selecting Send To-Compressed Zipped Folder. If the file is still too large
then you can send by using a service like www.wetransfer.com. Note we do not accept files sent by
DropBox!

•

Pedigree Explorer (PedEx) data files have a .BMX file extension. To read them just use the FILE-Open
Datababase command. Because PedCloud database files have a .DB extension, PedCloud will
automatically convert the .BMX file to a .DB file, e.g. if you had a PedEx file called FRED.BMX then after
opening it in PedCloud you would still have that file but you would have an additional file FRED.DB
which PedCloud created and will use from this point on. Note that the .BMX file is never changed. By
default the .DB file is placed in the “C:\Users\Public Documents\Breedmate” folder, so please note that
the converted .DB file may not be in the same folder as your .BMX file.

•

PedEx cannot read PedCloud .DB files. You can however get it back from PedCloud format by using the
TOOLS-Export to Breedmate .MAX file. Breedmate can read .MAX files and will convert them back to
BMX files.

•

All photo files must be moved to a sub-folder called Photos located in the same folder as the .DB
database file.

•

When starting PedPub we recommend you do so from a link to the PedPub4.exe file.

In respect of form files, it’s definitely best if you use the forms supplied with PedCloud but if you also have a
custom form file and you really want to use it then PedCloud can read this as well. First start PedEx and select
any form, then use TOOLS-Export Form XML. A dialog appears as below:

Select any file name with a .XML extension and click Export. Exit PedEx then start PedCloud and use FILE-Open
Form File. PedCloud will autoomatically copy and convert that file to a .FOX form file. It is recommended that
while converting the .XML file that you have a database open that has the same fields as the original PedEx file
because it needs to convert the field indexes (numbers) in the XML form file to field names as used in a
PedCloud FOX file.
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3 Getting Started
This section describes how to get started with Pedigree Cloud (PedCloud).

3.1 Starting Pedigree Cloud
To run PedCloud just double click on the link on your desktop as shown below.

When PedCloud starts it will automatically open the last file or MySQL connection you accessed.

3.2 Registering
When you first start Pedigree Cloud you will be asked to enter a registration number. Note - if you are upgrading
you will need a new registration number.

Figure 3.2
Enter the registration number including the dash (but no spaces) and click on the Register button. Registration
numbers look like 12345-7890123, i.e. two numbers separated by a dash (minus sign).

You can adjust the size and position of PedCloud’s window. To
move the window, click in the title bar with the left mouse button
and, keeping it pressed, drag the window to the desired position
and then release the button. To resize, position the cursor over
the bottom corner until it changes to a double headed arrow,
then click the left mouse button and drag.
Because this is the first time you are using Pedigree Cloud, you will be asked what type sample database and
forms you wish to use. The first two options are for non-US users, the last two are for US. The main difference
between the forms is that the US and Canada use US Letter paper size whereas moat other countries use A4.
Figure 3.3

Pedigree Cloud will now display a spreadsheet style view showing a sample database file located on your PC in
the “C:\Users\Public\Documents\Breedmate” folder. If the file “DogSample Data.db” (or “CatSampleData.db”) is
not already open then open it via FILE-Open database.
Note: You can also drag and drop a file from Windows File Explorer onto the Pedigree Cloud application and it
will open that file if its one of the following: “.DB”, “.BMX”, “.FOX”.
The normal downloadable installer for Breedmate does not install the user manual BUT when you first access
these via the Help menu, PedCloud will offer to download these for you. We strongly recommend you do this
rather than manually downloading from our web site. If you do manually download then you may need to
unblock the files before using them as described below.
Most of the discussion that follows will use the sample database. If you want to start your own database now,
use the FILE-Create Database command and under “Select type” select either Dog, Cat or whatever is
appropriate from the popup menu or select Browse… to open a dialog to select the template file.

3.3 Screen Layout
When PedCloud starts you get a screen as shown below. The main elements of the screen are:
•

Title is at the very top of the screen. It shows you the full file path of the currently selected database.

•

Menu bar. This has items like FILE, EDIT, SEARCH, MARK, GENETICS, TOOLS, VIEW, HELP. These menu
headings will always remain there but the list of menus available when you click on the heading will
change depending on what view you are in.

•

Main Toolbar. This has the large left and right green arrows at the left. They work just like in a browser
by selecting records and forms you have previously visited. It also has buttons for various tools like
Database, Pedigree, Shows, Forms etc.

•

Grid toolbar – because we are in the Grid view its toolbar is displayed. It has buttons like Add Record
(F5) and Find (F10) – note the F5 etc refers to the keyboard short cut, in other words pressing the F5 key
is the same as clicking on the Add Record button.

•

The View. All views appear in this area. The currently shown view is the Grid view also called “Edit All
Records”.

•

Tabs. These are second from the bottom and allow selecting different views.

•

Status bar is the very bottom. It displays messages and a progress bar for long running tasks like loading
databases and a Cancel button.

The Toolbar at the top of the screen lists all your tools. If you click the Database drop down button (has a small
downward arrow on it), all the tables in your database will be listed. Normally you would have maybe 15 tables.
They include tables like Pedigree for storing pedigree information like Name, Sire, Dam, DOB etc.
Clicking on the Pedigree button will list all Pedigree forms like 4G Pedigree or Pedigree Chart. Clicking on one of
these forms will display the currently selected entry in an that pedigree
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The main view is the “Grid View” as shown below – it’s useful as it allows you to see data on many records at
the same time.
Figure 3.4

Pedigree Cloud has many Views or ways of looking at your data and reports. The views it does have are listed in
the Tabs at the bottom of the screen and they are:
•

Grid view (Edit All Records) – this is the main view you will use to edit data. It shows one record per row.
Each record has many columns or “fields” like Name, Sex, DOB, Sire, Dam, Owner. In the screen shot
above we can see the record for “Abbotsleigh Nimrod” which has Sex M and Sire Abbotsleigh Kossak.
Not all columns are visisble at one time but you can scroll horizontally to see them all.
Also not records are visible at one time bu the righ hand scrollbar can be used to see them all.
To edit a field just click on it, click in the Grid toolbar combobox then hit Enter.

•

Forms view. This shows all the forms like 4G Pedigree, Show Entries etc. To display a record in a form
first select a record by clicking on it. It will be shown with a light yellow background and the selected cell
in that record with a blue background. Then select the form from the approriate drop down such as
Pedigree.

•

Text Reports – displays text reports. These are listed under the Reports button on the main toolbar.

•

Events – these show background information that may be useful when performing some tasks.

•

Pedigree Calculations – this will calculate the COI etc for every record in the database.

•

MergeManager – allows you to see your current data plus the data from any second database. Any
matching records are grouped and any differences highlighted. This is usefull for interactively combining
data from two databases.

•

Relations – view the sire, dam, siblings and offspring of the subject.

•

Form Design – for modifying or creating a form.

In the following sections we will look at performing basic tasks.

3.4 Viewing a Pedigree
Just double click on any record in the Grid view, or just select a record then select a pedigree form by clicking on

the large Pedigrees button drop down (small arrow on the right of the button).

3.5 Adding/Modifying Data
After first starting Pedigree Cloud, the Grid View will appear. Modify data as follows:
•

Select a cell – just click on it or use one of the keyboard arrow keys

•

Edit a cell by just typing, then hit Enter. Note: to create a new record, type the name then hit F5 or click
the “Add Record” button.

•

Entering a sire or dam – click on the drop down list to select from the available records. As you type the
list will be filtered to show matching items.

•

Delete a cell - hit the Delete key (or right click, popup menu, Delete).

•

To select a range of cells, click on the first cell with the mouse left button, then while holding down the
button down drag the mouse down to the bottom right hand corner of the range. Alternatively click on
the first cell, then while pressing SHIFT click on the bottom right cell.

•

Delete a record - select them and using the EDIT-Delete Selected Records command or use the F7 key.

•

To add a record, start typing then hit F5 or click on the Add Record button.

If you don’t like looking at a grid and you just want to concentrate on one entry then click on the large Navigator
button on the Main toolbar and use the Edit tab.
It will show one record only and with the fields in the same order as they are in Grid view

3.6 Switching Between Database and Forms
The fast way to switch between views is to click on the large Database button or Pedigree button which will
switch between the previously selected table and previously selected form.
Also you can use the toolbar back arrow to go back to the previous view.

3.7 Starting Your Own Database
Click on FILE-Create Database. A dialog appears which will list all of the “templates” available from which to
construct your database. Usually it will list Dog and Cat. Select whichever item is appropriate.

Next select where to save the file and what to call it by clicking the […] button. The preferred location for you
files is in C:\Users\Public\Documents\Breedmate
You now have a new database that you can enter records into. When you are ready you can save this database
using the FILE-Save Database command – you will be prompted for a file name.

3.8 Creating a MySQL database
Before you can connect to a MySQL database you will have to create one if you have not done so already.
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Normally if you have a website hosted, it comes with the option of creating a database so the instructions that
follow are for that situation.
First login to your control panel (cpanel) using the account an password your web hoster has given you.
Click on “MySQL Databases”. Under “Create New Database” enter a name and click “Create Database”. See
below for sample screenshot:

Next create a new user as shown in the screenshot below and set its password:

Next add that user to the database you created.

When you click “Add”, a different page will be displayed where you can set the privileges for that account. If you
are unsure of what privileges to enable, click “All Privileges”.
Now return to the cPanel home page and click “Remote MySQL”. Note that most MySQL databases can only be
accessed from a restricted list of IP Address. If you are not on that list you will not be able to access the MySQL
database from your PC. You will need to find out what your IP address and add it to the list by typing or pasting
it in and click “Add Host”.

3.9 Connecting to a MySQL database
When you have a hosted website, it normally comes with one or more MySQL databases. If you don’t already
have a MySQL database you will need to create one and make a note of the URL, database name, account and
password.
Next start PedCloud and use the FILE-Cloud Connections menu command. It will open a dialog box as below
(passwords have been pixelated):

Click “Add Connection” and another dialog box appears as below. If you were supplied with a connection string,
then click on the ConnectionString tab in the dialog below and paste it in, then switch back to the Parameters
view to add your specific “Photo Path”.
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If you are using the Parameters, rather than the ConnectionString tab, enter your values for host name (URL),
username (account) and password and the location of your photos folder, then click OK, then double click on the
connection which appears in the previous “Cloud Connection” dialog.
At this point there will be no tables in the database and no data. Next use the “TOOLS-Import PedPub into
MySQL” command and select a .DB PedPub file. This process can take some time, depending on how large the
database is. Once complete you should be able to see your PedPub data in MySQL. From this point on you
should use the MySQL connection rather than the .DB file. If you close PedCloud it will remember the last
opened connection or file and it will automatically reconnect when you restart it.

4 Upgrading from Pedigree Explorer
It is generally enough to do the following:
•

If your database ends in .BMF then you will need to email it to support@breedmate.com for conversion.
If it ends in .BMX then PedCloud will be able to convert it.

•

Start PedCloud then use "FILE-Open Database" to open the BMX file(s). The BMX file will be converted
and saved as a .DB file which is file format used by PedCloud. If you don’t know where your old .BMX
files are then you could look in the "C:\Program Files (x86)\PedX64" folder or failing that do a search
using Windows File Explorer and look for *.BMX.

•

If for some reason the .BMX file is damaged, PedCloud will not be able to open it, however you may still
be able to open it if you use the “TOOLS-Open damaged .BMX file”.

•

If you have customized any forms then see Section 4.1. If your database uses the Choices table then see
Section 4.2.

•

PedCloud treats names as case sensitive whereas PedEx is case insensitive. So in PedEx the sire “Fred”
would match “fred” or “FRED” BUT in PedCloud it won’t match. There are also some other problems
with PedEx data so the first thing you should do is run Data Doctor (large toolbar button) with this
option selected “Remove extra spaces and illegals”. Then run it again with “Case sensitive names”. This
will list all names which are case insensitive duplicates – the duplicates must be removed. Then run the
DataDoc command again to fix up all the links.

4.1 Customised forms
If you have customised any forms then do the following:
•

PedEx form files end in .FMX. First open the file in PedEx, view any form then use TOOLS-Export Form
XML. In the dialog, select an XML file name and click Export. This XML file will be used in the next step.

•

Start PedCloud and make sure you have your database open. Then use FILE-Open form file to open the
XML file. The reason for having your database file open during form conversion is that PedEx uses field
indexes whereas PedCloud uses field names so during conversion the indexes will be turned into names.
For example the Sex field in a PedEx form is listed as “1” and this will be converted to “Sex”.

•

The file will be converted and saved as a .FOX file and the original .XML file will be unchanged.

4.2 Choices table
If your Pedigree or other table has a link to the Choices table then you will need to manually fix this up. Basically
in very old PedEx databases most “lookups”, i.e. list of colors, titles etc were stored in the Choices in separate
columns. This led to a lot of empty space. The screen shot below shows part of a typical Choices table.

The Pedigree table that used this had the following design:
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Notice how many of the fields have a “Foreign Table” of Choices.
Here are the steps that need to be taken to fix up just one field that uses Choices as its Foreign Table.
Let’s say the field name is “Breed”. First create a table using the TOOLS-Create Table menu command and call it
_Breed with one column called Breed and make sure that it is a type string and has Primary Key ticked. Note the
actual name of the table or field is not important but we suggest that all “lookup” tables start with an
underscore.

Next go back to the Pedigree table and use TOOLS-Alter Table. In the Breed field change the Foreign Table to
_Breed as shown below.

So we now have a new lookup table created and linked to the Breed field in the Pedigree table. The last step is
to transfer the data in the Choices table to the new table. SO switch to the Choices table and click on the Breed
column and use Ctrl+C to copy just that column as shown below.

Switch to the _Breed table and use EDIT-Insert Records and you should see the following.

Note that the old Choices table often had repeats and these are automatically removed during Insert-records.
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5 Overview
All data is kept in database files (or MySQL databases), one file or connection per breed, e.g. “golden.db” or
“borders.db”. The data can be viewed directly in the Grid view (Edit All Records) - it appears as a spreadsheet
allowing quick scrolling through data.
In addition there is a separate Forms view which displays your data according to templates in a forms file. There
are a number of form files, each specific to the kind of breeding that you do, e.g. “DogForms2.fox”,
“CatForms2.fox”. Within each form file there are many forms, e.g. “4G Pedigree”, “Family Tree”.

5.1 How To
Using Pedigree Cloud is easy if you remember these hints:
•

Enter your pedigree, contacts, show results etc data in the Grid View - it’s just like a spreadsheet with one
row for each entry.

•

It is not sufficient to just have an entry appear in a sire or dam field, you must enter a record for every
ancestor if you wish that ancestor to appear in a pedigree . Note you only have to enter an ancestor once,
no matter how many different pedigrees it appears in.

•

Pedigree Cloud builds up pedigrees by matching the name in a sire or dam field with the name field of
another record. If the names don’t match then your ancestors will not appear in the pedigree. Note that
Pedigree Explorer did case insensitive matching so “Fred” would match “fred” or “FRED” but in PedCloud
the names must match exactly. BTW one way of ensuring this is to simply copy a name from a Name field
and paste into a Sire or Dam field.

•

Hit F5 to add a record - the name of the record will be the name in the edit box at the time you hit F5.
If the name already exists it will simply add a blank record in which case just type the name of the new
entry and hit Enter.

•

Hit Enter after adding each field - this will also move you on to the next field.

5.2 Your Data
All your pedigree data will be stored in Pedigree Cloud database files (these files end with “.db”) and you would
normally keep one file for each breed, e.g. if you had Border Collies and Siamese cats then you would keep your
Border Collie data in a file called “BORDERS.db” and keep your Siamese pedigree data in a separate file called
“SIAMESE.db”.
The database files actually store much more than just pedigrees. The files are internally split into “tables” and
each table contains different types of information. The tables in the “Dog Database” are listed below:
•

Pedigree – this contains the names of the various entries in alphabetic order and each entry contains such
data as sire, dam, date of birth, sex etc.

•

Contacts – this contains details about the owner’s or breeder’s name, address, phone, membership
number, club etc.

•

Shows – this contains information related to show entries and show results. Normally the show entry
details are filled in first and then used to produce a Show Entry. After the show, the results would be added
to the relevant fields, e.g. 1st, 2nd 3rd, Challenge points. A brief list of the fields provided is as follows:
date, name (of the entry), club, show, judge, grading (result), class entered, 1st place, 2nd place, 3rd place,
challenge.

•

Litters – this contains information common to a given litter. The fields provided are a unique litter name,
total born, number culled / died, number fostered.

•

Medical Table - contains medical / worming events. Basically records the animal, the date, condition,
result, vet (if applicable).

•

Heats / Mates – used for recording the heats and, if applicable, mates.

•

Studbook – used to focus on specific entries. It contains details such as head, bone, conformation and
photo.

•

Hips / Elbows – used for very detailed information.

•

Choices – used to store possible values for various fields, eg lists of show titles, colors, countries. This is a
really fast way of entering commonly used values in any field by using the Navigator, eg Owner, Breeder,
Sire, Dam, Show Titles, Obedience Titles, Colors.

•

Ownership – keep a record of puppy sales / leases etc.

•

Puppy Records – keep records on the individual pup’s details such as weekly weight gain, markings, time of
birth, order of birth

•

Reminders – records the date, name, duration and description of reminders

•

Expenses

•

Breed Survey – very detailed information as used by some breeds such as German Shepherds

•

Vaccinations – record all your vaccination information here. It has fields like what type of vaccine, the lot#,
injection site, reaction

5.3 How PedCloud Makes a Pedigree
It’s important to understand how PedCloud actually constructs a pedigree certificate from your data.
Looking at the pedigree for “Almondene Beautys Lass” below, notice that the sire is “Almondene Noble Jake”.
The dam is not visible in that screen shot but it is “Almondene Celtic Beauty”. Notice also that the database view
in Figure 4.4 also lists these two names in the Sire and Dam fields of the “Almondene Beautys Lass” record. In
fact the pedigree is constructed by looking at the names you have entered in the sire and dam fields and then
checking if other records exists with matching names. Having found records for the parents, PedCloud then
proceeds to lookup the names you entered for their sire and dam and repeats the process. This is shown in the
figure below which contains stripped out sections from the database view for the entries we’ve just discussed.
Figure 4.1

Note that PedCloud is case sensitive, so if a sire is “fred” then it won’t match a record with name “Fred”.

5.4 Common Mistakes
Based on several years of supporting Breedmate products, a number of common mistakes have emerged that
inexperienced users keep making. Here a list of do’s and don’ts.
•

Always regularly backup your database files to a flash drive or other storage medium other than your hard
disk. If you keep just one backup you may corrupt it by backing up a faulty file. Making a backup is as simple
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as using the Windows File Explorer to copy your .db file to a flash drive or to a cloud drive like Dropbox or
Google Drive.
•

You can use FILE-Save Copy of Database As to save copies. The copy is in a separate file and contains a
copy of all the data in your current database. If you want to, at any stage you can use FILE-Open Database
to then open one of the copies.

•

If no forms are listed when you click the Pedigree drop down button, then that is because you do not have
a form file open. To get forms back use FILE-Open Form File, go to the Public
Documents\Breedmate\Forms folder and open the appropriate FOX file (either DogForms2.fox,
UsDogForms2.fox, CatForms2.fox or UsCatForms2.fox .

•

Show entries will not usually align with the preprinted form - the first time. This is because every printer
has a different idea of how big the printable area of a page is. To make it align use Forms Edit mode to
move the fields, if necessary change the printer orientation from landscape to portrait or vice versa.

•

The “default breed” appears on many pedigrees. Normally all entries in a given file will belong to the same
breed so rather than having to repeat this information for all entries, PedCloud provides a default breed.
Normally you would set this once only. It can be set via the TOOLS-Set Default Breed in the database view.

•

Pictures are entered by going to the database view, clicking in the photo field and selecting EDIT-Insert
Photo in Cell or right click on the cell and select Insert Photo. Note this just puts the name of the file in the
cell. PedCloud never stores the actual picture. Note that you should place all your photo files in a sub-folder
called “Photos” located in the same folder that contains your database file, e.g. if your database file is
“Poodles.db” and it is located in a folder “C:\TEMP” then your photos should go in “C:\TEMP\Photos”. If
you do not place photos in the designated sub folder then the full path name will appear in the cell, e.g.
“C:\TEMP\MyPhotos\Spot.jpg” will appear, but if you placed in your Photos sub folder it would appear in
the grid as “Spot.jpg”. NOTE: if you are intending to publish your database on the web using a tool like
PedigreePoint then you MUST place all photos in the Photos sub-folder.

•

If a pedigree appears to be missing an ancestor even though the name of the ancestor appears in a sire or
dam field, it is probably because the ancestor does not have a record of its own (i.e. the ancestor does not
appear in the name field) or the name is misspelled, has extra spaces or is the wrong case, e.g. Fred will not
match fred or FRED.

•

If asterisks (*) appear in a pedigree form or other form it is because the Expressions for that form list fields
which don't exist in the database table. Use EDIT- Expressions to fix this.

Also check the section titles FAQ for more hints.

6 Entering Data
6.1 Adding a Record
Here are some of the ways you can add a record:
1.

Type the name of the new entry in the edit box, e.g. as shown in Figure 5.1 - we typed “Almondene
Cantalpa”. Then click on the Add Record button or hit the F5 key. If the name already exists then it will
add a blank record or if a blank record already exists it will just scroll to it. At this time you can then
enter the name of the new record and hit Enter.

Figure 5.1

6.2 Entering other fields
Now that you have added a record for your entry you can add the various fields by just typing them then hitting
Enter after each field.
However, there are a number of methods which can speed things up.
1.

If the data you want can be seen on the screen, click on the cell containing the data and holding the
mouse button down drag the mouse up to the empty cell and release the mouse button. The data will
be dragged and dropped in the cell. If you did not mean to drag the data and you have still not released
the mouse button you can hit the ESC key to cancel the drag.

2.

Use copy and paste to transfer data. Click on a cell with the data you want and hit Ctrl+C (that means
hold the Control key down and type C), then go to the empty sire or dam cell and type Ctrl+V.

3.

Use the combo box. If you click in a field like sire or dam then if you click the drop down button of the
combo box on the toolbar, a list of names appear. Just double click on a list item or click once then hit
Enter.

2.

When entering a file path into a photo field, right click on the field. A File Open dialog appears. Select
the file you want and click OK. The file path will be entered into the cell. Note the photo folder is always
the Photos sub-folder in the folder where the database file exists.

Note: Any sire or dam name starting with # is considered a
blank and will not be used in constructing pedigrees, e.g. when
calculating COI. For example use #Unknown or #Unregistered.
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6.3 Notes on Field Data
6.3.1

Entry names

All entry names must be unique but in the case of some older entries the names are usually very simple, e.g.
Spot. To make the names unique we recommend the following:
▪

Prefix the name with the name of the owner, e.g. if the owner was Jack Thompson then the name Spot
becomes “Thompson’s Spot”.

▪

Suffix the name with the year of birth or any registration number such as VSWDA numbers, e.g. if two
entries were called Spot and they were born in separate years 1902 and 1912 then they would be called
“Spot [1902]” and “Spot [1912]”.

▪

Suffix the name with the registering body or country, e.g. Snag [Italy] or Snag [AKC].

▪

Suffix the name with the [sire of well known name], e.g. Brutus [sire of Piraeus All Over Town].

6.3.2

Unknown names

Any name starting with #, e.g. “#Unknown” is treated specially. It is considered to be the same as blank so it
won’t be counted as a common ancestor and hence affect COI calculations. You could also put in other helpful
information like “#check sire with AG8765” – as long as it starts with a hash #.
6.3.3

Sex

The only recommended values for sex are M for male and F for female. If you do wish to use other descriptions
then please do as follows.
The gender is considered as follows:
•

Female if it is any of: F, Female, B, bitch, mare, dam

•

Male if it is any of: M, Male, gelding, stallion, s, sire, dog

The gender test is not case sensitive. If it is not any of the above, then the gender is unknown and may be
interpreted either way.
6.3.4

Date of Birth

All date fields are set to “auto” format in which case it will use the date format set on your PC.
For the US the date format is mm/dd/yyyy for most other countries it is dd/mm/yyyy.
To change the date format you can either leave the format to “auto” in which case you will have to change the
date format on your PC or force the date format. These two methods are described below.
6.3.4.1

Method 1

To set the date format on your Win 10 PC, click in the “Search the web and windows” box at the bottom left of
your screen and type date format. A dialog appears, click on the “Change date and time formats”
This brings up the dialog below:

Next change the “Short date”.
6.3.4.2

Method 2

If you don’t want to change the date format your PC uses then you will need to follow the second option of
setting a specific date format within PedCloud. First change to the Grid view and click on TOOLS-Alter Table A
portion of the screen is shown below:

Click in the Format cell of the DOB then click on the drop down button and select the specific format you want
to use.
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Please note the disadvantage of this method is that you will need to find every Date type field and manually
change its format, e.g. the Date field in the Reminders table. Finally make sure to click the “Alter Table” button.
6.3.5

Breed

Generally speaking you don’t need to type anything in the Breed field as most databases are usually for one
specific breed. To set the “default breed” use the TOOLS-Set Default Breed command.
The Breed field would only ever be used where there are mixed breeds in the one database as sometimes
occurs in some cat breeds which are derived from other cat breeds. In this case anything typed into the Breed
field overrides the “Default Breed”.
6.3.6

Photos

Most standard database files have at least one photo field in the Pedigree table – usually called Photo. Photo
fields are used to store the file location on your hard drive of a photo. The photos are displayed in some
pedigree forms (any form can be modified to show photos – this is covered elsewhere). A screen shot showing
the dog sample database with some sample Photo field data is shown below:

Note that the data in the Photo field contains just the name of the file not the full path. This is called relative
addressing because the name is relative to the Photos sub-folder which is a sub-folder in the folder that contains
your database file.
Normally you would store your database in “Public Documents\Breedmate” but you can store it anywere. Let’s
say for example that your database is called Poodles.db and its stored in “C:\Fred”, then you should put all your
pedigree related photos in “C:\Fred\Photos”.
If you do not use relative addressing then when you enter a photo file it will appear as the full path as seen in
the screen shot below where the first entry is “C:\Temp4\GermanShepherd2_small.png”.

To enter data in a Photo field right click on the cell and select “Insert Photo”. A file open dialog will then appear.
6.3.7

Creating a photo field

If you wish to make additional photo fields then while in Grid view, click on the TOOLS-Alter Table. Any existing
field can be renamed or use an unused field (they appear with a blank name). Set the Type to String and the
Format to Photo.
6.3.8

Titles, Obedience, Color

When you create a new database it will come with a brief list of titles etc. which will appear whenever you type
into the Titles field. If you enter a title which isn’t in the list it will prompt with the following dialog:

If you select “yes” then it will add the new title to the list.
The list of Titles, Colors etc. can be edited manually by right clicking on any title or Color cell and selecting “View
Lookups” or click the big Database button drop down and select the table.
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Please note some older databases stored the Color, Titles etc in the Choices table. The new database schema
stores these lookups in their own individual tables.
6.3.9

Color Fields

Color fields allow you to display a solid block of any color in a field. A sample screen shot below shows two
fields, called Mark1 and Mark2 which have been set to that type of field.
To set the color displayed in that field, just right click on the cell and select “Set Color”.

To create a Color field, select TOOLS-Alter Table, click on the field where you want your new field to be
inserted, then click the “Insert Field” button, type the field name in the Name column and set the Type to
Integer or Long and the Format to ~Color as shown in the screen shot below.

6.3.10 Color Tables
Some users want a solid block of color to appear in the grid and on forms depending on the value of another
field. Here is an example below where PSSMSuspect is a Color field that has color that depends on the value of
the PSSM1 field. This obviously involves a lot of manual keeping the two fields in sync.
With the “Color Table” feature you don’t need the Color field. What you would do is a create a lookup table that
has a name field and a Color field. The fastest way to do this is select a cell in the column you want to create the
table for and use TOOLS-Add lookup table to this field-With Color. If we did this or the PSSM field we would get
a table called _pssm1 with two fields: Name, Color.

The lookup table would look like this:

This provides a list of choices when entering data into that field and it automatically colorizes the field so that it
now look slike this:

So far we have managed to get rid of a field and avoid a lot of manual work keeping to fields synchronized, i.e.
keeping the color in one field matching the text I another field. The problem is how do we show the solid block
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of color on a form. This is where we use the new Option parameter. If we display a field on a form and set the
Option to ~Colour then instead of the text in the field being displayed, the color from its lookup table will be
displayed. Here is what the field looks like in the form design view:

Notice on the toolbar the Field is PSSM1 and Option is ~Colour. In normal form mode this will look like this:

6.3.11 Link Fields
Link fields allow you to store the file path for any file, then when you double click on that cell, PedCloud will
launch the relevant application to open that file. In the screen shot below, we created a field called Document
of type Link. For the record “Almondene Beautys Lass” we set the Document to be a PDF file.
If we double clicked on that cell the PDF reader would be launched and would display that file.

To enter a file path into a cell, right click and select “Insert Link” – this starts a file open dialog – choose a file
and its full path will be inserted in the cell.
To create a Link field, go into design mode then select any available field, i.e. one that has no name (or just
reuse an existing field by renaming it) and set the Type to String and the Format to Link.

6.4 Fixing Red Wavy Lines in Sire or Dam
A red wavy line in any field indicates that the name does not match the name of a record in the table it links to.
For example if there is a red wavy line under Owner or Breeder then that name does not match a record in the
Contacts table.
In the case of a sire or dam it indicates that the name does not match the name of a record in the pedigree
table. The best way to fix this is to right click on the cell and look for last menu item which suggest the nearest
actual name to change it to.
In the screen shot below “ZeChanted Princess Annika” does not match the correct spelling “Zechanted Princess
Annika” (lowercase C). The menu item suggests “Change to “Zechanted Princess Annika”. If you select the menu
item it will change all occurrences of the current spelling to the suggested spelling.

6.5 Configuring Red Wavy Lines
Some older databases which were converted from older versions of Pedigree Explorer won’t have the right
lookup tables for some fields. If a field doesn’t have an associated lookup table it won’t display any red wavy
lines but the down side is when entering into this column it won’t offer any choices from the lookups. For older
databases, typically there won’t be lookup tables for the following fields: Sex, PreTitle, PostTitle, Color, Country.
The fastest and easiest way to add a lookup table for a field is to click on the field, then use the TOOLS-Add
lookup table to this field command. For field called Sex it will create a table called _Sex with one field called
Name and which is the primary key for that table. It will then modify the pedigree Sex field to make _Sex the
lookup table.
As an alternative, if you wanted to manually add a lookup table, we will show how to add one for the Sex field.
Standard practice is to name such a lookup table starting with an underscore and then then name of the field it
supplies the dropdown list to. In the case of the Sex field in the pedigree table, first check if the _Sex table
exists. If not, create it using the TOOLS-Create Table command. It will display a dialog as shown below. For
lookup tables it is only necessary to add one field. The name of the field can be anything, but standard practice
is to just call it Name. You should also make sure that its Type is string and that the PrimaryKey is ticked, then
click the “Create Table” button.
After exiting the dialog, you will be in the newly created _Sex table.
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Now that the lookup table is created you need to tell PedCloud to use it for the Sex field so go back to the
Pedigree table and use the TOOLS-Alter Table command. As shown below, set the Foreign Table for the Sex field
to be _Sex.

Click “Alter Table” button. Now the final step is to add lookups to the table. For the Sex field click on any M, hit
Enter, PedCloud will offer to add a matching record, click yes. Do this for F. Now all the red wavy lines for all M
and F Sex fields will dissappear. If you car to go to the _Sex table you will as shown below.

6.6 Bulk Fixing Red Wavy Lines
If for example you have just imported some pedigree table and it includes a lot of owners and breeders these
will probably get red wavy lines because their names are not in the Contacts table. Regardless of what field it is

you can automatically fix all red wavy lines using the "EDIT-Fix Lookups" command. This will fix all the red wavy
lines in the currently selected column. Note the red wavy line indicates that an entry in that the text in the
column does not exist in its lookup table, e.g. if the PreTitle column has a red wavy line under "Can CH" then
that means there is no entry "Can CH" in its lookup table which is the _PreTitle table.
The process fixes the lookups by getting a distinct, i.e. no repeats, list of all the entries in that column that have
a red wavy line and adds those to the lookup table for that column.
Note this command assumes you have followed the steps in the previous sections first. More specifically you
should manually investigate the red wavy lines first to see if it is just mis-spelled or mis-cased otherwise you will
be adding a lot of entries to your lookup table which are mis-spellings or mis-casings.

6.7 Entering Foreign Characters
These are also called “diacriticals” or accents. Follow the advice at this link.
https://community.windows.com/en-us/stories/keyboard-shortcuts-for-typing-accent-marks-over-letters-inwindows-10
In basic terms, click the Windows icon at bottom left of screen, type Language, then click on Language Settings.
If you don’t have “English (United States)” installed, then install it.

Then click on it and select “Options”. Click “Add a keyboard” and select “United States-International”.
It will now be available at the bottom right of your Taskbar as shwon in the screenshot below. Click on the
“ENG” and the menu pops up for selection of a keyboard.
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7 Navigator
The Navigator is useful if you have two screens. It runs in a popup dialog which you can then position on your
secondary screen.
After you’ve played with PedCloud for a while you will decide either you want to have Navigator there all the
time or only have it popup as needed. Below is a close up of Navigator:

Click here to
close it

Float mouse
here,
then
click and drag
to resize

It can be moved around by clicking on the title bar and dragging. It can be closed by clicking on the red cross top

right. To reopen click the

button or hit the F2 key.

The advantage of “hiding” it is that you get more screen space.
The Navigator has three parts which are organized in columns and are from left to right:
-

SEARCH

-

RELATIONS

-

EDIT

These are described in the following sections.

7.1 Search
The Navigator SEARCH function will search whatever table you activated it on so if you were in the Pedigree
table it will search the Pedigree table. Similarly, if you activated it, the Contacts tables would list names from the
Contacts table. The field it searches is selected from the combobox at the top of that section. Normally you
would only search the Name field but it can be useful to search other fields like registration number, to see what
has been entered so far.
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If you are searching the Name field and you are in the Pedigree table then the search results will be pedigree
names and if you click on one from the SEARCH list results, then it will be available for editing in the EDIT section
and its relatives will be listed in the RELATIONS section.
The combobox below Search allows you to select how the name is matched, either match from the beginning ,
match anywhere in the name or match similar names.

7.2 Relations
When you first open the Navigator the RELATIONS section will list relatives of the currently selected entry in the
Grid view. Also if you click one of the SEARCH results then the selected name will have its relations listed.
The relations listed are:
-

Sire, dam

-

Sire siblings, dam siblings, full siblings

-

Litters grouped by mate

If you click on any relative in the RELATIONS list then it will be selected as the subject in the EDIT section.

7.3 Edit
The EDIT section provides access to all the fields in a given record listed in a column down the page. The subject
of the EDIT section can be selected by clicking on a SEARCH result or a RELATIONS relative.
All the usual edit functions are available so if you change the name of a record it will ask if you want to change
linked records, in other words if that name appeared in the sire field of another record then that sire would also
be changed so as to preserve the connection.

8 Commands
8.1 Main Menu Commands
Some useful main commands while in the Grid view (Edit All records):
EDIT menu
“Copy”

(Ctrl+C) – copy the currently selected grid area to the clipboard.

“Paste”

(Ctrl+V) – copy the currently selected grid area to the clipboard.

“Clear”

(Delete) – copy the currently selected grid area to the clipboard.

“Multi-Paste”

(Ctrl+Shift+V) – copy the currently selected grid area to the clipboard.

“Insert Records”

(Ctrl+R) – paste the contents of the clipboard as new records. This is particularly
useful when copying data from Excel where you would first set the columns in Excel
to be in the same order as you see them in the Grid view, select them then use this
command.

“Insert Photo in Cell”

If the cell has been configured as containing a photo (in TOOLS-Alter Table the
Format will be ~Photo) then an Open File dialog will appear. Select a file and the file
path will be inserted in the cell. Note that ALL photos should be placed in a folder in
which is in the same folder as your .DB database file. If it is in a sub-folder the path
that appears in the cell will be a relative path, e.g. “/Photos/Fred.jpg”. If the phot
you have inserted is NOT in a sub-folder then the path will be absolute, e.g.
“C:\Photos\Fred.jpg” – which is not what you want. The reason for keeping it
relative is so it can export to PedPoint, also it allows you to share with others who
may not have the exact same folder structure as you.

“Add Record”

The name in the toolbar textbox will be used to create a new record with that
name.

“Duplicate Record”

(F6) Duplicates the currently selected record but changes the name by adding a
version number at the end. Useful for entering litters.

“Delete selected records” The selected records will be deleted. You will be prompted to check you really
want to delete those records.
“Remove Leading and Trailing Spaces” Does as the name suggests. Useful because some names may
appear the same but not be the same because of spaces at the front or end. This
can happen most often with imported data.
“Change Case”

Title, Upper, Lower. Depending on your preference this will change the selected
cells to use that casing. So “fred” when changed to title case would become “Fred”
or to upper case would become “FRED”. This command is useful if you have
imported data from another database that uses different casing.

“Create Gender”

If the Sex field is empty and the record's Name appears only in Sire fields or only in
Dam fields then the Sex field is filled in with either M or F.

8.2 Right Click Menu Commands
Right clicking on a cell in Grid view brings up extra commands. The commands will vary depending on what cell
you click on.
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“Find ‘XXXX’”

Where ‘XXXX’ is the content of the cell you have currently selected. Will jump to the
record with that name in the Grid. Usually appear on the Sire and Dam fields.

“Offspring of ‘XXXX’”
Where ‘XXXX’ is the content of the cell you have currently selected. Lists all
offspring of ‘XXXX’. Example below:

“Siblings of ‘XXXX’”
Where ‘XXXX’ is the content of the cell you have currently selected. Lists all the
siblings of ‘XXXX’ grouped by full, sire and dam.

“Sort Ascending” Will sort the grid in ascending order based on the values in the currently selected
column.

“Sort Descending” Will sort the grid in descending order based on the values in the currently selected
column.
“No Sorting”

Returns the grid to unsorted which means it will be sorted on the primary key of the
current table which is usually the Name.

“Set Private”

Marks the current records as private. This is only useful with Pedigree Point where it
will not show any private marked records in any search or report.

“Clear Private”

Removes the private mark.

8.3 Keyboard Commands
A list of the available direct keyboard commands is shown below:
“Enter”

the contents of the Edit Box replaces the currently selected cell – the next field is then
selected.

“Delete”

The Delete key in the database view will clear the currently selected cells. It has no
effect in the Forms View.

“F2”

Navigator.

“F5”

Add Record command - will add an entry with the name in the edit box

“F6”

Copy Record command - will add an entry with the name in the edit box and copy all of
the other fields from the currently selected record.

“F7”

Delete Record command.

“F8”

Mark command.

“Shft+F8”

Clear Mark command.

“F9”

Find Record command.

“F10”

Find Next command.

“F11”

Find Mark command.

“F12”

Find Replace command.

“Ctrl+C”

In database view copies contents of selected database region to clipboard. In form
designer view, copies selected objects to clipboard.

“Ctrl+V”

In database view paste contents of clipboard to selected database region. In form
designer view pastes selected objects from clipboard.

“Page Down”

The database view will scroll down (i.e. towards the end of the file) by almost a full
page length.

“Page Up”

The database view will scroll up (i.e. towards the beginning of the file) by almost a full
page length.

“Up Arrow”

In database view it moves to previous record in database view. In forms edit view it
will move selected items up one unit.

“Down Arrow”

In database view it moves to next record in database view. In forms edit view it will
move selected items down one unit.

“Ctrl+Left Arrow” In database view it moves to the first field in the current row.
“Ctrl +Right Arrow” In database view it moves to the last field in the current row.
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The following keys work when the database view or the edit box (which is also in the database view) has the
focus. The term focus means, which window is receiving keyboard input, and when the edit box has the focus
then these keys have a different function from when the database view itself has the focus, e.g. the Home key
sets the cursor to the beginning of the text in the edit box when it has the focus, but when the database view
has the focus, it sets jumps to the first record of the current table.
“Home”

The database view will scroll to the beginning of the file.

“End”

The database view will scroll to the end of the file.

“Left Arrow”

In database view it moves to previous (left) field. In forms edit view it will move
selected items left one unit (either 1mm or 0.1mm depending on whether Snap To
Grid is selected).

“Right Arrow”

In database view it moves to next (right) field in database view. In forms edit view it
will move selected items right one unit. In forms view it will select the next field and
highlight it in yellow.

When the edit box has the focus, the function of the above keys change as follows:.
“Home”

Cursor moves before first character in edit box.

“End”

Cursor moves to after the last character in edit box.

“Left Arrow”

Moves cursor in edit box back one position.

“Right Arrow”

Moves cursor in edit box forward one position.

You can change the focus by clicking on either edit box or database view with your mouse. Also if you start
typing then the focus always changes to the edit box. You can also change focus to the edit box by hitting the
Insert key, and switch to the database view by hitting the Escape key.

8.4 Tool Bar Commands
The tool bar contains several buttons which are short cuts for some of the more commonly used menu
commands. To use any of these, just click on the relevant button.
8.4.1

All Views

The following buttons are available in all views:
Backtrack button. It is identical to selecting Backtrack from the Search menu.
Foretrack button. Only works if you have already backtracked. It is basically the reverse of backtrack
and will take you to the next selected entry.
8.4.2

Database View

The following buttons are exclusive to the database views:
This is the Find Next button. It is identical to hitting the F10 key or selecting Find Next from the
Search menu. To find the previous occurrence of a string, hold down the shift key while selecting
the Find Next command.
Marks all record where the currently selected column contains the substring in the toolbar editbox.
Primary Mark color. Click the main part of the button to mark the current record in this color. Select
the drop button to bring up a menu to select the primary color.

Secondary Mark color. Click the main part of the button to mark the current record in this color.
Select the drop button to bring up a menu to select the secondary color.
8.4.3

Forms View

The following buttons are exclusive to the forms view and PedChart view:
Zoom In button. Used to increase magnification and make items on the form appear larger.
Zoom Out button.

This is a combobox that shows different options when displaying a
form.
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9 Browser Bar
This bar has the following buttons:

The buttons from left to right are:
•

Back button – click on it to go back to the previous record you had selected and the previous form you
were viewing it in. If you float over this button a drop arrow appears on the right. Click this to see the
list of records you have visited and select one to jump to it.

•

Forward button (appears as a right arrow). If you have backtracked then this button will be enabled and
you can move forward to retrace your backsteps. As soon as you select a record such as by double
clicking in the Grid view this forward track list is cleared.

•

Navigator – click to use the popup Navigator window. Its main features are SEARCH, RELATIONS, EDIT

•

Database - click the drop down button to get a list off all the tables such as Pedigree, Contacts, Shows.

•

Pedigree – click the drop down button to get a list of pedigree forms, e.g. “4G Pedigree”

•

Shows – a list of Show related forms such as show entries.

•

Forms – all other forms not in the two previous categories.

•

Reports – these are text only reports

•

Data Doc – the Data Doctor provides a range of optional reports that help fins problems with your data
such as entries that were born before their parents or have incorrect gender.

•

Merge Manager – interactive viewing and merging of another database with your current database.

•

Relations – view the subject entry with its relations

10 Files
10.1 Create Database
So far we have just played around with the sample database that came with PedCloud. You will probably now
want to create your own database to store information on your breed or breeds.
Every database file ends in “.DB” and normally you will create one file for each breed. So let’s assume you have
Golden Retrievers and that you want to call your database “GOLDEN.DB”. The first step is to start PedCloud and
then select FILE-Create Database. A dialog appears offering usually Dog, Cat and “Browse…” as shown below.

Select Dog or Cat is appropriate or whichever other template fits your needs.
Entries can now be entered as described in Section 5. Note that there is no Save command because all changes
are written immediately to the database.

10.2 Backing Up Your Data to External Media
Because disaster can strike your computer at any time you should make regular backups (say daily or weekly
depending on level of activity) and save them to external media such as an external hard drive or USB Flash
drive.
To back up your database the simplest way is to use FILE-Save Copy of Database .
Alternatively you can manually copy the database file by using Windows File Explorer. One way to start it is FILEOpen File Explorer.
To copy the file in File Explorer, select the file you are saving, then right click on it and select Copy. Next select
the folder in the external drive you want to back up to, then right click on it and select Paste.
Note: You should regularly make copies of your database files on to external media and store these media in a
safe place. It is also wise to use more than one backup media as they can become corrupted or fail.
Note: You can also save files to a CD-ROM but you will need to use a specialist application such as Nero to do
this. Also note that PedCloud will not open a file on a CD-ROM. It needs to be copied to your hard drive first and
you may need to right click on it from Windows Cloud, select Properties and check that “Read-only” is NOT
ticked.

10.3 Backup and Restore
A quick way to make backup copies of your database is to use FILE-Save to Backup. This will copy your current
database to a sub-folder called “Backups” and will name it in numeric order and with a “.back” file extension. So
let’s say your database file is called “Fred.db”. When backed up the first time, the file will be copied to the
“Backups” folder and called “Fred (1).back”. If you call FILE-Save to Backup again, another backup file will be
created, this time called “Fred (2).back”. The numbers will just keep going up every time. To avoid too many
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backup files being created only the most recent 10 backup files are kept so it isn’t necessarily a good idea to
keep backing up unless you have made significant changes.
To restore from a backup, use the FILE-Restore Backup. This will list all the backup files of the same name as
your current database, along with the date the backup file was created.
When a backup is restored, the restored file is always copied to the “C:\Users\Public\Documents\Breedmate”
folder and will also be versioned so as not to overwrite any existing files. To be clear, all the backup files are left
as is and the restored file is guaranteed not to overwrite your previously opened file. Hence if you accidentally
restored a backup when you didn’t mean to, you can always go back to it.
If you don’t have any databases currently open, the FILE-Restore Backup will not list any matching backup files.
Hence if you want to open any backup file use FILE-Open Backup File. This will show a file open dialog and will
list all .back files. Just navigate to the backup folder you want then select the backup file you want to open. As
for the backup restore, the backup file will be copied to the “C:\Users\Public\Documents\Breedmate” folder
and renamed with a .db extension and with a unique versioned name so as to not overwrite existing files.

10.4 Opening Other Files
If you have several breed files you will sometimes want to operate on one or the other. Use the FILE-Open
Database command to read in the required file. Note: you can only open one database file at a time.
When Pedigree Cloud is started again it will automatically open the last database file opened in the previous
session. Note the bottom of the File menu lists the last 20 opened files.

10.5 Merging data
The FILE-Merge Database will merge a selected file into the current file. If an incoming record’s name is not in
the current database it is added. If that name already exists, then it is not added but if one of its fields has data
and the current record of that name has the same field empty then that field is copied across. For example if
you were merging a database that had a record “Fred” but you already had a “Fred” in your current database
and lets say the current Fred has an empty PreTitle field but the incoming Fred has something in its PreTitle field
then that PreTitle information would be copied across.

10.6 Recovering Data from a Damaged PedEx Database
If PedCloud can’t read a BMX database file, it may be possible to recover the data from it using the TOOLS-Open
Damaged BMX file.

10.7 Finding Lost Files
Normally PedCloud will automatically open the last file you were working on. But if you had moved or renamed
it, it won’t be able to open it. In this case you will need to use FILE-Open Database and use the dialog to select
the file in its new location or with its new name.
Sometimes a user will forget where they have saved a database or even what name they used. This can also be a
problem when upgrading from an older version of PedCloud.
To find a “lost” database use the File Explorer (Hold down Windows key and tap E). This can also be started
from the Task Bar by clicking on the Cloud icon – it’s the one the start button then pick File Explorer. It can also
be started from within PedCloud using FILE-Open File Explorer.
When File Explorer starts, right click on the C: Drive icon and select Search from the context menu as shown
below. Generally DB files can be stored anywhere but if you are an inexperienced Windows user then we
suggest keeping them in your “Public Documents\Breedmate” directory. If you find your lost files you should
move them to this location.
The Cloud search dialog will appear. Enter *.DB and click on the “Search Now” button as shown below.
A list of paths for all DB files stored on your C: drive will be shown on the right hand side of the window. You
may need to repeat the search for each of your other hard drives if you have any, e.g. D: drive.

10.8 Emailing large databases
If you are emailing large databases its best to keep the overall size to less than 10MB. The easiest way to do this
is to zip the file. This can be done in File Explorer (which you can launch by holding down the Windows/Start key
then tapping E) by going to the folder containing the database, right click on the file and select “Send To” then
“Compressed (zipped) Folder”.
After zipping the file a compressed copy of the file is made with the same name but with a .ZIP extension, so if
your database was called MyDogs.db then the zip file would be called MyDogs.zip. Check the file size in File
Explorer before emailing it. Sometimes the file size isn’t shown but you can get it by right clicking on the file and
selecting properties.
If the file is still too large then another alternative is to one of a number of web sites that transfer large files.
One that we use is www.wetransfer.com.
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11 Marks
Any record can have up to eight differently colored bookmarks – or as we refer to them “marks”. The mark
colors are shown below.
A record can have any combination of marks at any time and the marks are saved with the data so they persist
from one session to the next. There are many commands available for marking as detailed in the following
sections but the simplest way to mark a record is to select one or more of them and hit the F8 key. This will
mark those records using the current “primary” color. This color can be changed by clicking on the mark
button’s drop button and selecting from its menu of colors as shown below:

Some other keyboard commands are as follows:
•

Ctrl+F8 – will mark in the secondary color.

•

Shift+F8 – will clear the primary mark

11.1 Displaying Marks
Marks are displayed in the Grid View in the first column and also in the Form View and Ped.Chart. The marks are
shown in the background as vertical colored bars. The available area is divided into as many bars as there are
marks so if a record has one mark then the background will be one solid color, but if it has say four marks then
there will be four equal size bars in the colors of the marks. The example below shows records with both red
and blue marks.

Note that to see marks in the Form View or Ped.Chart you need to select “Show Marks as colored background”
from the combobox in the toolbar

.

11.2 Primary and Secondary
Two important concepts regarding marks are:
•

there is always one “primary” and one “secondary” mark color; and

•

the logical operations AND and OR apply only to the currently selected primary and secondary marks

There are a number of mark commands available, eg mark ancestors or mark substring – the result of these
operations is always to mark in the current primary color.
When logical operations are performed the result is also in the primary color. If AND is selected via MARKPrimary AND Secondary then a record will be marked in the primary color only if it had both the primary and
secondary colors.

11.3 Combining Marks
As mentioned in the previous section, marks can be combined in logical operations. The two binary operations
available are AND and OR which are accessible via the MARK- Primary AND Secondary and MARK- Primary OR
Secondary commands. Both operations only apply to marks in the current primary and secondary colors – all
other color marks are left unchanged. When ANDing only a record which is marked in both the primary and
secondary will be marked in the primary color – for all other cases both primary and secondary marks will be
removed.
In the case of OR-ing the marks together, a record will be marked in the primary color is either the primary or
secondary marks is present. Effectively all marks in the secondary color are removed or converted to the
primary color.
One other important “logical” operation is MARK-Invert. This will invert that primary mark state of the currently
selected records so that if it was marked in the primary color it will not be after the operation and vice versa.
The MARK-Invert All is similar except that it applies to all records in the current table.
If the records are filtered or sorted then the MARK-Invert command will be correctly applied to the records
selected. This can be useful for marking records which have certain substrings in fields or ranges of values or
combination of both.
The MARK-Clear and MARK-Clear All commands are also available and they simply clear marks in the primary
color in the selected records. A separate command MARK-Clear All Colors will remove all marks of all colors
from all records.

11.4 Toolbar Buttons
The mark toolbar buttons in the Grid View are shown below:

The left most button is the primary mark color, the right is the secondary color. Click the drop down to show a
list and click on a list item to change to that color.

11.5 Mark Menu Commands
There are many commands available as described in the User Reference but some examples of what can be
accomplished are listed in the following sections.
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11.5.1 Marking Ancestors
Select the name of the entry whose ancestor you wish to mark, then select Ancestors from the Mark menu.
Note this command works on the record which is currently selected.
11.5.2 Marking Descendants
Select the entry whose descendants you wish to mark then select Descendants from the Mark menu then
choose an item from the sub menu, viz. 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, All, Male Line, Female Line. All descendants up to and
including the selected generation will be marked.
Note that the Male Line will mark the direct male line of descent and similarly for the Female line. It is crucial for
both of these commands, that the sex field be correctly set to M for male and F for female.
11.5.3 Mark Siblings
This command operates on the listed entry in the edit box on the toolbar. It will display a sub menu offering a
choice of : Sire Only, Dam Only, Sire and Dam, Sire or Dam. If you select "Sire Only" then only entries which have
the same sire are marked. and similarly for "Dam Only". If you select "Sire and Dam", then only entries which
have both the same sire and dam will be marked. If you select "Sire or Dam" then entries which have the same
sire or dam will be marked.
11.5.4 Mark Duplicates in selected field
This command is useful for identifying duplicates in a particular field, e.g. Registration. First select any cell in
that field, then use MARK-Duplicates in selected field, then right click on the same field and select “Sort
Ascending”. Any duplicates will be marked and will appear in pairs.
11.5.5 Mark All Ancestors
This command will mark the ancestor of all the currently marked records.
11.5.6 Mark All Descendants
This command will mark the descendants of all the currently marked records.
11.5.7 Mark Common Ancestors
This is a very powerful command (but also a slow command because of the thoroughness of the search) which
will, for every entry marked in the primary color, follow its ancestry and find if one or more common ancestors
exist, and then mark them in the secondary color.
This could be useful for example if you wanted to check if there was in fact a single common ancestor for all
carriers of a genetic disease - this could be done by first marking the carriers using Mark Substring. The carriers
would then be marked in red - next call Mark Common - and all of the lowest common ancestors will be marked
in blue.
If only one entry is marked in blue then all carriers can be traced back to a single carrier.
11.5.8 Clear All
This command removes all marks from all fields of all entries.
11.5.9 Mark Substring
Click on any cell in the field to search then enter the string to search for in the Edit Bar and then choose
Substring from the MARK menu. A dialog appears as shown below.

.
The dialog has the following:
•

“Find What” edit box where you insert the substring to search for

•

“Fields to Search” combo. You can select to search the currently select column, selected cells or all
columns

•

“Match” combo – you can select “Any part of field”, “Whole Words”, “Whole Cell”, “Regular Expression”

•

“Match Case” option. Tick this is you want the case to be matched, untick if you want case insensitive.

After clicking on the OK button this function searches the selected fields in the current table to find and mark all
records that contain the string entered in “Find What”. For example if we select the sire field in the Pedigree
table and type “Almondene” in the edit box then all records whose sire field has an Almondene in it will be
marked.
If you only wanted to mark records where the Sire name is exactly “Crystal” and not names that contained
“Crystal” then use the “Whole Cell” option.
11.5.10 Mark all Show Champions
Click on a cell in the Show Titles field which contains “CH” or whichever show title you wish to mark. This will
then appear in the Edit Box. Now select MARK-Substring. This will now mark all entries who have the string
“CH” in their Show Title field. Note that the Mark Substring has options for case sensitive or whole word.
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12 Filtering / Sorting
The filtering and sorting commands are useful for looking at a subset of the data or seeing it in
ascending/descending order.

12.1 Sorting
To sort on a particular field simply right click on any cell in that field then select Sort ascending or Sort
descending. To view the records in their native order, i.e. the order in which they were added right click and
select No sorting.
Sorting on the Name or first field will be very fast as an “index” already exists for this field. Sorting on any other
field may take a few seconds.

12.2 Filtering
The records displayed in the grid view can be filtered using the filtering feature. To view a particular subset of
your data first mark them in the primary mark color then from the toolbar combo select View primary marked
as shown below:

To stop filtering select View All.

13 Finding and Replacing
13.1 Fast Find
To quickly search for a cell in the Grid view which contains a search string, first type the string in the edit box on
the toolbar then hit the F10 key or click on the
button on the toolbar. Hold down the SHIFT key
when clicking on this button to search in the backward direction.
This will search the database in the forward direction from the current position, i.e. the currently highlighted
entry. It searches the name, sire and dam fields for an entry that matches the text in the Edit Box. The text only
needs to match part of the names, e.g. if the Edit Box contained the text “Mac” then this would match
“MacSpade”, “MacDowel”, “Bemaced” etc. If it does not find a match it starts searching again from the top of
the file until it returns to the current position. If no match is found a dialog box with the message “No
occurrences of string found” is issued.
If you want to find the record for a particular sire, dam, owner, breeder or other “linked” field simply click on a
cell containing the name (or type the name in the edit box) and use F9 of the

button.

13.2 Change all occurrences of one string with another
Use the Find Replace command from the Search menu or hit F12. Fill in the “Find What” and "Replace With"
fields and select “Replace All”.
Alternatively use the Replace button to change just the next occurrence of the string. The database view will
automatically step to that field and display it. Clicking on Find Next will simply display the next found occurrence
of the string without replacing anything.
Figure 12.1

The “Fields to Search” combo has the following options:
•

Current column only – only cells in the current column will be searched. Note the whole column doesn’t
need to be selected. It is sufficient to select one cell.

•

Currently selected cells – only the currently selected cells will be searched. The cells can span multiple
columns and rows.

•

All columns – the entire database will be searched. Note if “Restrict Search to Marked Records” is
selected then only marked records will be searched.

The “Match String” combo has the following options:
•

Any part of cell – matches if the string is found in any part of the cell
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•

Whole words – only matches if the matching string which is found is a whole word, i.e. it is at the start
of finish of a cell or is bounded by spaces.

•

Whole cell – matches only if the whole cell matches.

•

Regular Expression – matches special character sequences

The “Restrict Search to Marked records” option is useful for more complex search and replace, e.g. you may
want the replace function to only occur on records that are from imported UK dogs - in this case just do a Mark
Substring on “UK” in the “Imported” field before doing your search and replace.

13.3 Regular Expressions
Also referred to as “regex” this is a great way of matching complicated sequences of characters. For example
lets say you wanted to get rid of a string at the end of each sire or dam like “(AG12345)” except the number in
parantheses could be any number. You could either manually change each one or just use one regex to change
them all. In this case the matching regex is “\(\w*\)”. The \ or slosh in front of the parentheses is to “escape”
them because parentheses have special meaning in regex. So \( just means (. The \w means match any
alphanumeric characters, i.e. a-z, A-Z and 0-9. The * means match any number of the previous character. If you
search for regex on the internet you will find may detailed descriptions of this feature. A more complete
reference can be found by Googling “C# regex”.

Note: double quotes may be escaped by doubling them: "<a href=""...>"

Character

Description

\

Marks the next character as either a special character or escapes a literal. For
example, "n" matches the character "n". "\n" matches a newline character. The
sequence "\\" matches "\" and "\(" matches "(".

^

Depending on whether the MultiLine option is set, matches the position before the
first character in a line, or the first character in the string.

$

Depending on whether the MultiLine option is set, matches the position after the last
character in a line, or the last character in the string.

*

Matches the preceding character zero or more times. For example, "zo*" matches
either "z" or "zoo".

+

Matches the preceding character one or more times. For example, "zo+" matches
"zoo" but not "z".

?

Matches the preceding character zero or one time. For example, "a?ve?" matches the
"ve" in "never".

.

Matches any single character except a newline character.

(pattern)

Matches pattern and remembers the match. The matched substring can be retrieved
from the resulting Matches collection, using Item [0]...[n]. To match parentheses
characters ( ), use "\(" or "\)".

(?<name>pattern)

Matches pattern and gives the match a name.

(?:pattern)

A non-capturing group

(?=...)

A positive lookahead

(?!...)

A negative lookahead

(?<=...)

A positive lookbehind .

(?<!...)

A negative lookbehind .

x|y

Matches either x or y. For example, "z|wood" matches "z" or "wood". "(z|w)oo"
matches "zoo" or "wood".

{n}

n is a non-negative integer. Matches exactly n times. For example, "o{2}" does not
match the "o" in "Bob," but matches the first two o's in "foooood".

{n,}

n is a non-negative integer. Matches at least n times. For example, "o{2,}" does not
match the "o" in "Bob" and matches all the o's in "foooood." "o{1,}" is equivalent to
"o+". "o{0,}" is equivalent to "o*".

{n,m}

m and n are non-negative integers. Matches at least n and at most m times. For
example, "o{1,3}" matches the first three o's in "fooooood." "o{0,1}" is equivalent to
"o?".

[xyz]

A character set. Matches any one of the enclosed characters. For example, "[abc]"
matches the "a" in "plain".

[^xyz]

A negative character set. Matches any character not enclosed. For example, "[^abc]"
matches the "p" in "plain".

[a-z]

A range of characters. Matches any character in the specified range. For example, "[az]" matches any lowercase alphabetic character in the range "a" through "z".

[^m-z]

A negative range characters. Matches any character not in the specified range. For
example, "[m-z]" matches any character not in the range "m" through "z".

\b

Matches a word boundary, that is, the position between a word and a space. For
example, "er\b" matches the "er" in "never" but not the "er" in "verb".

\B

Matches a non-word boundary. "ea*r\B" matches the "ear" in "never early".

\d

Matches a digit character. Equivalent to [0-9].

\D

Matches a non-digit character. Equivalent to [^0-9].

\f

Matches a form-feed character.

\k

A back-reference to a named group.

\n

Matches a newline character.

\r

Matches a carriage return character.

\s

Matches any white space including space, tab, form-feed, etc. Equivalent to "[
\f\n\r\t\v]".

\S

Matches any nonwhite space character. Equivalent to "[^ \f\n\r\t\v]".

\t

Matches a tab character.

\v

Matches a vertical tab character.

\w

Matches any word character including underscore. Equivalent to "[A-Za-z0-9_]".

\W

Matches any non-word character. Equivalent to "[^A-Za-z0-9_]".

\num

Matches num, where num is a positive integer. A reference back to remembered
matches. For example, "(.)\1" matches two consecutive identical characters.

\n

Matches n, where n is an octal escape value. Octal escape values must be 1, 2, or 3
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digits long. For example, "\11" and "\011" both match a tab character. "\0011" is the
equivalent of "\001" & "1". Octal escape values must not exceed 256. If they do, only
the first two digits comprise the expression. Allows ASCII codes to be used in regular
expressions.
\xn

Matches n, where n is a hexadecimal escape value. Hexadecimal escape values must
be exactly two digits long. For example, "\x41" matches "A". "\x041" is equivalent to
"\x04" & "1". Allows ASCII codes to be used in regular expressions.

\un

Matches a Unicode character expressed in hexadecimal notation with exactly four
numeric digits. "\u0200" matches a space character.

\A

Matches the position before the first character in a string. Not affected by the
MultiLine setting

\Z

Matches the position after the last character of a string. Not affected by the MultiLine
setting.

\G

Specifies that the matches must be consecutive, without any intervening nonmatching characters.

13.4 Finding the Sire or Dam’s or Owner’s etc Record
This command is great for finding the matching entry for sires and dams, owners, breeders and in fact any of the
linked fields (i.e. those which have a foreign key - remember you can add a foreign key to any field).
use SEARCH-Find Key. This causes the database view to jump to the matching entry - even if it is in a different
table, e.g. if you select owner then SEARCH-Find Key - you will wind up at the Owner’s record in the Contacts
table.

13.5 Find ‘Similar’ Strings
Click on the Find Similar button to find a cell with a closely matching name. This command is particularly good
at finding matches which differ only due to spelling or typographical errors.

13.6 Finding Marked Entries
The Find Mark command will search forward from the current position to find the next entry marked with the
current primary mark, i.e. the left hand mark button’s color on the toolbar

.

13.7 Change Case
The EDIT-Change Case command can be used to change the case of the currently selected cells. The options are
to change to Upper, Lower and Title. Title case means each new word is capitalised.
When title case is selected, the operation is slightly more complex than just making the first letter of each new
word a capital. It does capitalise O'Hara (i.e. the H after the quote), after a '-' (hyphen), after a '.' (dot), after Mc,
and roman numerals. It specifically ignores these keywords: 'the', 'of', 'von', 'der', 'vd'.

14 Genetics
An animal’s Inbreeding Coefficient (Wright’s Coefficient, or, COI or F) is a numerical value that responds to the
presence of common ancestors on both the dam’s and the sire’s side of the animal’s pedigree. The Inbreeding
Coefficient is expressed as a percentage. The more common ancestors there are in a pedigree, and the closer
they are in terms of generations to their descendant, the higher the Inbreeding Coefficient of that descendant.
The Relationship Coefficient (COR or just R) estimates the probable percentage of genes passed down from a
particular common ancestor.

14.1 Calculate Inbreeding
PedCloud calculates both Inbreeding and Relationship Coefficients. Select a name in the Grid view and choose
GENETICS-Calculate Inbreeding. A dialog appears:

Select the number of generations to use when calculating then click on the Calculate button. A list of ancestors
will appear with the following information columns:
•

COI – Coefficient of Inbreeding

•

COR – Coefficient of Relationship.

•

Count – number of times the ancestor appears in the pedigree.

•

MinGen – the lowest generation at which that ancestor appears.

•

LineBreeding – this is a string A, B, C – X, Y, Z where A, B, C are a list of generations at which the
ancestor appears on the sire’s side and X, Y, Z are the generations at which the ancestor appears on the
dam’s side.

If your database is large, and extends back for many generations, the calculation may take some time. The
default number of generations used during the calculation is 10. You can change this in the Inbreeding dialog
box and you can also select to have the ancestors used in the calculation marked.
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Note that in the above screen shot there is also a Report tab. Clicking on this will display other information as
shown below. Most of the report data is self explanatory except for the AVK which is defined as
(TotalPossibleNumberOfAncestors – NumberOfRepeats)/ TotalPossibleNumberOfAncestors expressed as a
percentage. 100% indicates no repeats, while lower figures indicate more repeated ancestors.

Note: For maximum accuracy use the highest number of generations possible without an out of memory error.
Warning. A common mistake with beginners is to enter “Unknown Sire” in a sire or “Unknown Dam” in a dam
field. Unfortunately for the purposes of calculating COI this would be interpreted as an ancestor called
“Unknown Sire/Dam” which appears all over the place and would result in a an unusually high COI. You may
however use “Unknown” (case insensitive) or any name beginning with a # as these will not be interpreted as an
entry name and hence will not affect the COI calculation, e.g. “#Unknown Sire” and “#Unknown Dam” are
treated as though they are blank.
The Inbreeding dialog does not allow printing. If you wish to print then please use the Breeding Planner
described in the next section.
Note: PedCloud may not be able to calculate COI if there is self-parenting, in other words if the entry or one of
its ancestors is also an ancestor of itself.

14.2 Calculate Inbreeding for All
The GENETICS-Calculate Inbreeding for All command will calculate the COI for all records in the database in one
go. This is obviously faster than running the GENETICS -Calculate Inbreeding command on each record but it has
the disadvantage that it only calculates COI whereas GENETICS -Calculate Inbreeding also calculates the COR,
line breeding etc for each ancestor.
The Bulk COI dialog is shown below and allows setting the number of generations to calculate the COI for.
The default number of generations is “All” which is the most accurate and also for large databases can be 20 –
100 times faster.

Another feature of Bulk COI is that it will remove any self-parenting. It uses an algorithm to make a best guess
about what links to remove but note: it may not necessarily be the correct links being removed.

To see details on what links were removed, in Grid view, click VIEW-Events. Below is an example of the Events
view showing a listing of what links where removed for a database with self-parenting. You could use this as a
guide to find where the self-parenting is.

14.3 Calculate Inheritance for All
This GENETICS-Calculate Inheritance for All command requires two columns in the Pedigree table: “Tag” and
“Ancestor Tags”. The idea is that for any significant ancestor you put one or more unique, short names
separated by commas, in the Tag column. The GENETICS-Calculate Inheritance for All command then runs
through every record in the pedigree table. If the record has something in its Tag column, it puts those tags in
the “Ancestor Tags” column of any entry that is descended from it. After the command is run, you can
immediately see if any given entry is descended from a particular tagged ancestor or has particular tags. What
you put in the Tags column could be either the short unique tag name for a significant ancestor or you could
choose instead to put any significant conditions, genetic or otherwise, in there.
The “Ancestor Tags” field of course can also be added to pedigree reports.
If your pedigree table does not have columns for “Tag” and “Ancestor Tags” then you will be prompted as to
whether you want to add them, if yes then they will be automatically added.
The screenshot below shows a small part of a PedChart. We temporarily changed the Expression for the node to
show the “Tag” and “Ancestor Tags” fields. You can see “Daphnis Feerless” has a Tag=”DaphnisF” and you can
see how two of its offspring, highlited in green, have “Ancestor Tags” or Atags containing “DaphnisF”.
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15 Grid View
The Grid view provides a view of a multiple records and is probably the most used of all views.

15.1 Field Chooser
This is a new feature in V6.0. It allows the user to easily rearrange how fields are viewed in the Grid view and
also the Navigator Edit tab if the VIEW-Options “Editor to use field chooser order” option is ticked. The user can
define 126 different field orders and then rapidly select one from the drop down menu that appears by clicking

on the toolbar button for the field chooser

.

To start the Field Chooser dialog click on the Field Chooser button. The dialog appears as shown below.

The main list will list firstly the “shown” fields with black text on a light yellow background then it will list the
“hidden” fields in a light gray text on a white background. Note only “shown” fields are displayed in the Grid
view.
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The top part of the dialog is for creating new field orders, deleting them, renaming then or setting on as the
default, i.e. the one that will be used in the Grid view.
The following operations are possible:
•

Create a new field order – click on the New button then type the name of this field order.

•

Copy any field order – simply select the existing order you want to copy and click on the Copy button.

•

Change the name of any field order – click on the field order then click in the edit box part of the combo,
start typing the name and hit Enter.

•

Delete a field order – select the order then hit the Delete button.

The basic operations of Move Up/Down and Hide can be applied to multiple fields. To select multiple fields, click
in the first field in the range, then holding the mouse button down, drag and release it in the last field in the
range.
The dialog buttons works as follows:
•

Move Up /Down – The selected fields are moved up/down one position (on the Grid they will be moved
left/right). The Move Up/Down button can be pressed as many times as required to move the fields.

•

Hide – The selected fields are hidden. Note this button is disabled if any hidden fields are selected. The
only way to make these fields reappear is to use the Reset button or use Insert as described below, or
click on a hidden field and the click on the Show button.

•

Show – The selected fields must be already hidden otherwise this button is disabled. When clicked the
hidden fields will be “shown” and will be returned to their approximate normal position in the field
order.

•

Reset – Restores all fields to be displayed in their default order.

NOTE: the Field Chooser is also used in the TOOLS-Export CSV dialog to select what fields are exported.

15.2 Multiline Tooltips
When floating over a linked grid cell such as sire or dam a tooltip appears displaying additional information as
shown below:

The default tooltip for the Pedigree table is “[Name], [Sex], [DOB]!S=[Sire]!D=[Dam]” with the sire and dam
shown on separate lines. The information which is displayed in the tooltip can be defined by the user by using
the VIEW-Set Tooltips command.

16 PedChart
The PedChart feature is another form listed under the Pedigree button.
It basically displays a chart of ancestors with the repeats removed, in other words an ancestor will only ever
appear once. This vastly reduces the number of ancestors and allows the Ped.Chart to display an almost
unlimited number of generations of ancestors. This is more than can be displayed in any normal pedigree
because the number of ancestors doubles every generation so that even for 16 generations there would be
about 65,000 ancestors in a normal pedigree.
A portion of a typical chart is shown below:

Features of the chart are as follows:
•

PedCloud automatically calculates the number of pages required horizontally and vertically to display
the chart. The page margins and separators are shown with dashed lines.

•

The page size and orientation is set via the FILE-Print Setup command. Note if you change the
orientation it won’t be used until you recalculate the form or if you do a chart for a different entry.

•

You can zoom in or out using the toolbar combo box or zoom buttons

•

When zooming the chart will remain centered on the currently selected cell.

•

By default the background color of each cell will be light red for females and light blue for males. The
background
color
of
the
cells
can
be
selected
via
the
toolbar
combo:

•

Lines from a cell to its Sire are colored blue, and the line to its Dam is red.

.
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•

If you float over a cell a tooltip will appear showing user selectable information about that entry. This is
useful when you’re zoomed out and the cells text can’t be read. The EDIT- Expressions can be used to
set which fields are displayed in the tooltip.

•

If no text appears inside the boxes or you would like to see different fields appear then use the EDITExpressions. As per the previous point this menu item allows setting what information is displayed
inside the box and also in the tooltip. That information can optionally include the “Inbreeding
coefficient” (COI or F) and the “Relationship Coefficient” (COR or just R).

•

Any name beginning with the letter # is treated specially. It is considered to be the same as blank so
won’t be counted as an ancestor and hence entries with these kinds of names won’t appear as
ancestors in this tree. They can however appear as the subject. This is useful because you can put text in
a Sire or Dam field like “#Unknown” without it being considered an actual ancestor.

Some charts can be very dense and complex making it difficult to find the offspring or sire and dam. For these
situations you can simply right click on a cell. A context menu appears as shown below:

16.1 Editing Data using PedChart
It is possible to see data on any cell by simply clicking on a cell and selecting the Edit tab on the Navigator. If the
Navigator is not being displayed then hit F2. A typical edit session is shown below. Alternatively, right click on
the cell you want to edit and select “Edit” from the context menu.

Any of the fields can be edited, but note that the chart, unlike other forms, will not automatically change.
Note that the selected node is shown in yellow and its sire in blue and dam in red and immediate offspring in
green.

16.2 Detecting Self Parenting
Self parenting is where a record appears as an ancestor of itself. This can be very difficult to detect manually
because it may only occur after 15 or more generations. The best way of detecting self parenting is to use the
DataDoc and run the checks for “Born Before Parent”, “Sire/Dam Born Younger/Older than”.
Next use the DataDoc “Self parenting” test. Below is an example of running that test.
The first thing it will do in this test is to look for immediate self parenting. This is where a record with name
“Fred” has a sire or dam called “Fred”. These are pretty obvious and clearly errors.
It then performs a further analysis looking for distant self parenting where an entry is it is own grand-parent or
great-great etc grandparent possibly even 20 or 40 generations back. If it finds any loop it will report only the
first loop it finds. In the example below it reported all the entries involved in that loop with the year of birth in
parentheses. By clicking on each one it will jump the “Edit All records” or grid view to that entry allowing you to
see the full data record and edit it if neccessary.
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.
After fixing a loop you should run this test again until there are no further loops.

17 Merge Manager
If you need to combine two or more databases you can use the FILE-Merge Database command which
completely automatically does a database merge. This is described in a later section so we won’t go into details
but the main point is it is automatic, i.e. it is not interactive.
To use Merge Manager, click on the large Merge Manager button on the browser bar, then click on the “Open
File To Merge” button on the toolbar and select another database to compare to your currently open database.
The view clearly shows the differences between the two databases in terms of what records are completely new
in the selected database and what records differ only in certain fields.
This is a great feature for line chasers and databases maintainers. It essentially shows the differences between
your current database and another selected “merge” database and provides an ability to edit data in the merge
database or current database and allows interactive copying of fields or merging of individual records or a range
of records.
Note when selecting a file to merge, that file must not be already open either in the current application or
another application.

A screen snapshot of a typical Merge Manager session is shown above. The display is coded as follows:
•

Records from your current database are in plain white with grey text, while records from the merge
database have a pink colored background with black text.

•

New records have a red color in the first column, i.e. the record exists in the merge file but not in your
current file.

•

Changed records have green in the first column and the actual fields that are different are marked in
bright green. Note: If a field in your current database is non blank and the same field in the merge
database is blank then they will not be shown as different.

The usual drag and drop feature also works in this view so you can copy data from one cell and drop it another
cell. This provides a convenient means of copying selected data from the merge file to your current file OR from
your current file to the merge file.
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Note the fields in the Merge Manager are shown in the current Field Order as specified in the Grid view. This
order can be changed by going to the Grid view and selecting TOOLS-Field Chooser. As an added feature, when
comparing the current and merge databases, only those fields in the current field order will be used. This is an
easy way of restricting which fields will be used for the comparison.
The Navigator also works in this view so it is possibly to “find” any record by double clicking on the name in the
Navigator.
To make it easier to use, the following shortcuts are provided:
•

The F11 key can be used to find the next different record, i.e. a record in the merge database which is
new or is different from that in the current database. This is useful in situations where a small database
is being merged with a very large database and there can potentially be large gaps between changes. If
the SHIFT key is held down the search proceeds backward not forwards.

•

The F10 key will find the next new record. Its searches in the forward direction but if the SHIFT key is
pressed it will search backward.

•

The F7 key will delete the currently selected records both from the current and merge databases.

Two other toolbar buttons are:
•

Refresh - The Merge Manager will not automatically update its view if changes are made via other
views, e.g. via the Grid view or Form views. To force the view to refresh click on the Refresh button.

•

Select All – This is a combobox with choices for “Show Differences”, “Show New Records”, “Show New +
Differences”, “Show All”. Selecting one of these items will change the merge view to only show the
selected types of record.

•

Merge Selected - A range of records can be merged from the merge database into the current database
by selecting the first record in the range, then holding down the SHIFT key clicking on the last record in
the range, then clicking on the “Merge Selected” button on the toolbar. Note: only selected records
from the merge file will be merged – records from your current database are ignored.

Another feature is that you can also make changes to the file being merged in.

18 Data Doctor
The Data Doc feature can be accessed by pressing the
button on the main toolbar. This feature
offers the user a number of tests which can be run on their database and it presents a detailed list of any
problems found. A typical screen shot is shown below. In this shot we have clicked on the Options button so we
can select what tests we want to run, clicked OK, clicked Run, then clicked Options again.

To use Data Doctor, the user selects from a range of standard tests by clicking the check boxes in the Options
dialog then simply clicks OK then “Run” button. There is a Select All and Unselect All buttons. All errors are
neatly listed including a hyperlink to allow easy switching to the problem data. The checks are as follows:
•

Remove Extra Spaces and illegals– This will look at every field and actually remove any extra spaces and
illegal control characters anywhere in the field including at the beginning or end or in between.

•

The Born Before Parents test checks if the DOB of both Sire and Dam of an entry is before the entry's
DOB. Any name beginning with the # character will be ignored.

•

Self-parenting check is fairly obvious. Note that if you have certain registration that you don’t want
included in the test, precede them with a # character.

•

Similar Names – checks all names (i.e. in the Name column in the Pedigree table) to see if there are
other names which are similar. This test will typically turn up 100’s of similar names so you need to
carefully check the lists. Note that similar names will detect similarities even if the words in the name
are rearranged, e.g. Thompson’s Spot is considered similar to Spot (Thompson). The test is not case
sensitive and disregards all punctuation. Similar names are not reported if the records both have nonempty and different Reg No. or DOB fields. Note this test can be very slow when run on large databases.
There is a Cancel button at the bottom of the PedCloud window.

•

The Missing Parents test checks if a Sire or Dam name does not have a matching record with that name.
Any name beginning with the # character will be ignored.
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•

Gender check will check every record with a specified Sex (M or F) and check everywhere it is used as a
sire or dam to make sure it’s consistent. In other words, if a record is a Male then it should only be used
as a Sire. A record is considered male if the Sex field begins with the letter M, S or D (case insensitive).
The gender set using VIEW-Options is ignored.

•

Case sensitive names – Because PedCloud desktop databases (.DB files) treat names as case sensitive,
you can have records with the same name but different case so your could have records “mary lyon”,
“Mary Lyon”, “MARY LyoN”. This test will report all such duplicate names. The user needs to manually
fix these by deciding which name you want to keep, copying any data from the other duplicates, then
deleting the duplicates. After this is done, run this check again and it will automatically fix up all the links
from the Sire and Dam fields, so if a Sire field had “fred” in it and you kept the “Fred” record (and
deleted the duplicate “fred”) it will change the Sire to “Fred”. NOTE: MySQL databases are case
insensitive.

•

Litters Born Closer Than – select the number of months in the edit box. This will check for litters born
the same female which are closer than the specified number of months.

•

Dams Mated Older Than – select the number of years in the edit box. This will check for dams that were
mated older then the specified number of years. Note: it assumes a 0 gestation period.

•

Dams Mated Younger Than – select the number of months in the edit box. This will check for dams that
were mated younger then the specified number of months. Note: it assumes a 0 gestation period.

•

Sires Mated Older Than – select the number of years in the edit box. This will check for sires that were
mated older then the specified number of years. Note: its assumes a 0 gestation period.

•

Sires Mated Younger Than – select the number of months in the edit box. This will check for sires that
were mated younger then the specified number of months. Note: its assumes a 0 gestation period. This
check and the previous thee checks are useful for searching for self-parenting, i.e were an animal
appears as an ancestor.

As you fix the various errors you can delete any error messages by selecting one or more rows in the Data Doc
view then click on the

button to delete them. Note this does not affect any of your data.

You can also permanently prevent an error message from recurring by clicking the
button. This does require that the pedigree table has an “ExcludeChecks” column. If it doesn’t, then when you
click the “Exclude selected” button it will offer to add that column.
The format of the DataDoc is three columns:
-

Entry name – this is one of the names involved in the issue. By clicking on it the “Edit All records” or grid
view will jump to that record allowing you to view or edit it.

-

Error type – this will be the name of the test that was run, or in the case of other entries reported as
part of a problem it will be left blank. For example if reporting “Born before parents” the first row liss
the subject and the second row the parent.

-

Message is a description of the problem found.

19 Relations View
To get to relations view, select a record in the Grid view and click on the large Relations toolbar button.
A sample of the view appears below.
The selected record in Grid view becomes the Subject. The grid is divided into Sire, Dam, Full Siblings, Sire
Siblings, Dam Siblings, then the offspring divided by generation.
The toolbar allows finding by entering the search text in the toolbar combobox and click Find. Records can be
marked using either the primary or secondary mark buttons. Add Full Sib, Add Sire Sib and Add Dam Sib will add
the appropriate siblings to the selected record.
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20 Breed Planner
This view can be accessed by clicking on the large Tools button. This view allows the user to independently
select two different subjects, perform an independant inbreeding analysis of each and compare their respective
ancestors to see how they are related.
The left and right halves have identical controls. The combobox is used to select a subject. Just type the name
and a drop list of ALL names will appear scrolled to the first match. There is also a Generation control to set how
many generations to perform the inbreeding analysis of each subject. Clicking the Refresh button will perform
the calculation. For each ancestor listed, each view will show that ancestors sex, sire, dam, COI (inbreeding
coefficient), COR (relationship coefficient), Percent of Blood and Line breeding. The ancestors are listed in
alphabetic order but by right clicking on a column you can select to sort ascending descending or not sort on any
column.
Common ancestors between the two are highlighted in green.
A partial screen shot of the view can be seen below:

21 Data Design
Currently it is not possible to change the name of a table or create new tables. Some changes to existing tables
are possible using the TOOLS-Alter Table menu command.

21.1 Create a New Table
The TOOLS-Create Table command will create a new table. First it brings up a dialog box. Enter the name of the
table and start adding fields. If you want the table to be sorted then the first field must have the “Primary Key”
field ticked.
The Pedigree and Contacts tables are examples of sorted tables while the Show, Litters and Medical tables are
examples of unsorted tables.
Note that the “Character Max Length” column will only be shown when connected to MySQL. SQLite databases
do not have an effective field or row length limit.
The Create Table dialog is very similar to the Alter Table dialog so refer to the next section for more detail.

21.2 Alter Table
The following properties can be set on a field:
-

Name – name of the field

-

Type (String, Date, Number, Currency, Int, Long, Bool).

-

Format is the display format. It is reasonably obvious for most data types, but for the Date type there
are quite a few options such as “dd-MM-yyyy” but we recommend using “Auto” because then the
format will be the same as used by your computer, e.g. in the US the format will then automatically be
“MM-dd-yyyy”.

-

Width – this is the width of that field’s column in the grid view. Note it has nothing to do with the
number of allowed characters in a string field – which for SQLite is effectively unlimited and which for
MySQL is set by the “Character max length”.

-

Forecolour – the colour of the text in that field

-

Backcolour – the background colour of the field in the grid view.

-

Foreign Table – this allows a field to be linked to the primary key of another table. For example the Sire
and Dam fields are linked to the Pedigree table and the Owner field is linked to the Contacts table. Note
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that it is not necessary to specify which field in the foreign table it is linked to because it must always be
the primary key of that table. One use of the “Foreign Table” is so when editing and you click in say
Owners you will get a list of Owners to select from.
-

XmlId – this used for the OPSG XML import and export.

-

Autoincrement – only applies to integer fields which are also a primary key.

-

“Character max length” – applies only to MySQL and sets the maximum number of characters in a text
field. It does not apply to date, integer, number, currency etc.

21.3 Change Field Width
The field width can be set using TOOLS-Alter Table but a more convenient way is in the grid view, move the
cursor so that it is above the right hand boundary of the field - it will change to a double headed arrow as shown
below - then press the mouse button and drag. Release the button when the desired width is set.

Note this can also be accomplished by entering the width in the Width column in Data Design view.

21.4 Change display order of fields.
Click on the “Field Order” button on the toolbar.

22 Pictures, Logos, Watermarks
Both pictures and logos can be inserted in any PedCloud form. The only picture file formats currently supported
are PNG, GIF and JPEG files. These are widely used formats and are supported by nearly all graphics programs.

22.1 Watermarks
To set a watermark for your form first display the form then use TOOLS-Set Watermark. The location of the
watermark file is stored in the form file so to keep your changes use FILE-Save Form File.
While the watermark file does not need to be in the same folder as the form file, it is recommended. The reason
is that if they are in the same folder then the watermark file path is stored in the form file as a relative path. This
means that as long as you keep form file together with any watermark files, you can move them anywhere or
copy them to different computers and they will still work.
Here are some tips to preparing a watermark file in your favorite graphics program:
•

you will need to prepare the watermark graphics file in a graphics editing program, e.g. PhotoShop;

•

use a “soft edge” tool to remove the background from around your subject (usually a head shot or side
view shot) ;

•

make the picture very bright or “washed out” so that it doesn’t obscure the foreground (typically your
pedigree)

22.2 Logos
To set a logo you must be in the Grid view. Then use VIEW-Set Forms Logo. This will set the same logo for ALL
forms. The information is stored in your application preferences so will remain even if you change databases or
form files or when you upgrade.
The logo can still be edited or replaced with a file by the same name or just use VIEW-Set Forms Logo to set a
different image as your logo.

22.3 Pictures
Pictures are dynamic, i.e. they are dependent on the data. Many of the pedigree forms already include a photo
field. To display a picture on those forms it is only necessary to store the picture (should be a JPG, PNG or GIF
file) in the Photos subdirectory (of wherever your database file is located which is usually Public
Documents\Breedmate) and then enter the name of the file in the Photo field of that record. You can also enter
the file name by clicking in the Photo field of a record using the right mouse button – in which case a File Open
dialog box will appear which you should use to navigate to where the file is kept and then select it and click on
the Open button.
Some forms to do not include a picture – but you can easily add one. To add a picture, select the Field tool while
in design view. Describe a rectangle as for the logo.
Note that the field which is so created is just the same as a normal field and will be displayed as text unless the
field in the database is specially configured as a photo field. To do this go to the Data Design view and set the
fields Field Type to Text and Display Type to Photo.
Pictures are just fields and as such they must be contained within a record (green rectangle) and the relevant
field selected as for normal fields. After the picture’s rectangle has been drawn, its size and position can be
adjusted as for logos, rectangles etc.
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23 Forms
This section covers all types of forms including pedigrees

23.1 Typical Forms
All forms are listed under the Pedigree, Shows and Forms toolbar buttons.
The actual list of forms you have depends on which form file you have open. The main files are as follows:
▪

UsDogForms2.fox – this for dogs for the US and uses US paper sizes like US Letter

▪

UsCatForms2.fox – this for cats for the US and uses US paper sizes like US Letter

▪

DogForms2.fox – this for dogs for the international market (non-US) and uses metric paper size like A4

▪

CatForms2.fox – this for cats for the international market (non-US) and uses metric paper size like A4

You can change which form file you use at any time by using the FILE-Open command then select one of these
files from the “Public Documents\Breedmate” folder.
The PedCloud download page also has a link for a ZIP file containing database and form templates for goats,
cattle and horses. The ZIP file can be unzipped anywhere but preferable in the “Public Documents\Breedmate”
folder

23.2 Show Champions in Red
Select “Show champions in red” from the toolbar combobox. as shown in the screen shot below.

23.3 Selecting Fields to Display
The user can select what fields to display in different parts of the form, e.g. select what fields to show for the
parents and grand-parents. This is explained in the section on Expressions.

23.4 Form Doesn’t Fit on Page
The most common reason for this is that a user has opened a non-US form file such as DOGFORMS2.FOX or
CATFORMS2.FOX but they are printing on US Letter paper. This has the effect of cutting the bottom of the
pedigree off. US users should be using either the USDOGFORMS2. FOX or USCATFORMS2.FOX file as
appropriate.
A similar situation occurs when a user who has A4 paper uses the USDOGFORMS2.FOX or USCATFORMS2.FOX
form file. In this case the right hand side of the pedigrees would appear cutoff.
If all else fails one option is to, when viewing the form click on the design button (green triangle) on the toolbar
then select elements you want to move (or select everything with EDIT-Select All) then move them using the
keyboard arrow keys. Each keystroke moves it 1mm in that direction. Use FILE-Save Form to keep your changes.

23.5 Centering a Form
First select the form from the Pedigree or other button. Then go into design mode by clicking the Edit Form
button

. Next select all objects in the form by using EDIT-Select All.

Now that all objects are selected they can be moved by using the keyboard arrow keys. Each keystroke will
move everything in that direction by 1mm, or click on any selected object, drag the mouse then release the
mouse button.

23.6 Copying or Duplicating Forms
In the Form view use TOOLS-Import Forms. You will be prompted to select the form file to import forms from.
This form file can be any other form file or even the form file you already have open, in the case that you are
copy a form from your current form file.
After selecting the file, a dialog appears as shown below:

Double click a checkbox next to the form you want to import or if you double click a CATEGORY (which are in all
caps) then all the forms in the category are ticked. Next click on the “Import selected forms” button.

23.7 COI, COR
Some forms contain text that includes F=xx%, R=yy%. The F or COI refers to the Wrights Coefficient of
Inbreeding and the COR is the Coefficient of Relationship which is a measure of the probability that this
ancestor and the subject animal have the same genes by descent.
If a form does not display COI or COR you can easily add it by using EDIT-Expressions while viewing
that form. The expression used in the different generations (parents, grand-parents) is set using that
menu command. See the section on Expression below for more information.
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To see COI the expression needs [$COI] and to see COR use [$COR]. Note that if you wanted to see any real field
like PreTitle you would use [PreTitle] but COI and COR are not real fields in the Pedigree table but are calculated
fields. If any expression in a form has [$COI] or [$COR] then a 10 generation inbreeding calculation is performed.

24 Expressions
Expressions are used to specify what fields or other data you want to show in your forms. They basically can
take the place of fields but they have the advantage that you can combine multiple fields with optional
formatting and static text.
Most forms are designed so that users can easily select what fields are displayed in various sections of the form,
e.g. pedigree forms allow the fields in each generation to be individually selected in any order and also include
any fixed text.
To select what fields are displayed first make sure you are viewing the form, then use the EDIT-Expressions - a
dialog box appears as shown below:

To change an existing expression click in the “Expression” cell in the row that corresponds to the part of the
pedigree you wish to change, e.g. “Parents” or “Great GrandParents”. Note that the cell now has a “drop
button”. Click on this bring up the expression editor which will help you create your expression. The expression
editor is shown below:
Any characters you type in the edit box will appear as is in the form except for the following special characters
which are available from the “Insert Special Character” list box:
•

New Line – inserts a ‘!’ which will be replaced by a new line.

•

Breed – inserts ‘%1’ which will be replaced by the Breed

•

Record Index – inserts %2 which will be replaced by the record’s unique number. This and the other indexes
are only used when exporting to Pedigree Point or other web databases where the Sire and Dam names
need to be replaced by the unique numbers for their corresponding records.

•

Sire Index – inserts %3

•

Dam Index – inserts %4

•

Tab character – inserts %5.

•

Inbreeding Coefficient – inserts [$COI]. Any form containing an expression with [$COI] or the other pedigree
calculations fields will force an on-the-fly calculation of those values to 10 generations.

•

Relationship Coefficient – inserts [$COR]
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•

Linebreeding – inserts [~Linebreeding]

•

The ‘[‘ character followed by a field name and then a closing ‘]’ means “replace this with the contents of this
field”. Hence if “[Name]” was in the expression then it would be replaced with the value from the Name
field.

A fast way of putting in fields (i.e. those enclosed in ‘[‘ and ‘]’) is to select the field from the field combo box.
Every time you select a field it will appear in the expression.

The formatting for a field can also be specified by adding a colon after the field name then putting in the
formatting string. For example if you have “Death Date” as a field and it is stored as a date then you can format
that e.g. as MM-dd-yyyy by using [Death Date:MM-dd-yyyy].
The formatting strings are standard .NET format strings. See more at the following links:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/standard/base-types/standard-numeric-format-strings
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/standard/base-types/custom-date-and-time-format-strings

The following are examples of date formatting.
MM/dd/yyyy

05/29/2015

dddd, dd MMMM yyyy

Friday, 29 May 2015

dddd, dd MMMM yyyy

Friday, 29 May 2015 05:50

dddd, dd MMMM yyyy

Friday, 29 May 2015 05:50 AM

dddd, dd MMMM yyyy

Friday, 29 May 2015 5:50

dddd, dd MMMM yyyy

Friday, 29 May 2015 5:50 AM

dddd, dd MMMM yyyy HH:mm:ss

Friday, 29 May 2015 05:50:06

MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm

05/29/2015 05:50

MM/dd/yyyy hh:mm tt

05/29/2015 05:50 AM

MM/dd/yyyy H:mm

05/29/2015 5:50

MM/dd/yyyy h:mm tt

05/29/2015 5:50 AM

MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ss

05/29/2015 05:50:06

MMMM dd

May 29

yyyy’-‘MM’-‘dd’T’HH’:’mm’:’ss.fffffffK

2015-05-16T05:50:06.7199222-04:00

ddd, dd MMM yyy HH’:’mm’:’ss ‘GMT’

Fri, 16 May 2015 05:50:06 GMT

yyyy’-‘MM’-‘dd’T’HH’:’mm’:’ss

2015-05-16T05:50:06

HH:mm

05:50

hh:mm tt

05:50 AM

H:mm

5:50

h:mm tt

5:50 AM

HH:mm:ss

05:50:06

yyyy MMMM")

2015 May
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25 Web Pedigrees
25.1 Static Pedigrees
If you are only producing a small number of HTML pedigrees then static HTML pedigrees is the way to go. One
example is shown below.

PedCloud comes standard with “4-10G generation HTML pedigree” located under the Reports button. The actual number of
generations is selected from the toolbar. The toolbar combo also allows setting the forecolor, back color and font size as
shown below:

To create pedigrees like this just follow these steps:
•

Open PedCloud and select the entry whose pedigree you wish to produce.

•

Click on the Report button and select "4-10G HTML Pedigree" from the list.

•

Select "View in browser”. This will save the HTML to a file called “temp.html” located in this folder:
“C:\Users\Public\Documents\Breedmate”.

•

If you want to email it just Ctrl-A then Ctrl-C in your browser, then paste into your email. Make sure the
email is in HTML format.

•

You can now upload this file to your web site and create links to it on other web sites

•

If the subject record has a photo, then its relative path name will appear in the Photo field, e.g.
“Fred.png”. The actual file will be in a sub-folder “Photos” of where your database file (*.db) is stored. If
you also want the photo to appear on your web site make sure to not only copy the “temp.html” file but
also copy the relevant photo file to a sub-folder on your web server called Photos.

•

You can of course directly edit the report template for the HTML report. This allows you to change
virtually every aspect of this report. In the <style> section it’s easy to change fonts and colors. If you are
unfamiliar with HTML formats then google CSS.

25.2 Picture Pedigrees
Picture web pedigrees are simply images in PNG (pronounced "ping") file format. This is similar to GIF and is
supported by most browsers. An example of a picture pedigree is shown below.

They can be easily created in PedCloud as follows:
•

Start PedCloud and select the entry whose pedigree you wish to generate

•

Select the pedigree form from the Pedigree button

•

Select EDIT-Copy as image

•

In your web page editor use EDIT-Paste (Ctrl+V).

•

You can also make any of the ancestors in the pedigree hyperlink to another pedigree image or web
page by first selecting the pedigree image then using the "Rectangular Hotspot" tool from the Pictures
toolbar (use VIEW-Toolbars-Pictures to enable this toolbar). Next describe a rectangular area over that
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ancestor’s box in the pedigree and then set the hyperlink to the web page containing that ancestor’s
pedigree. Note that if the ancestor’s pedigree image is contained on the same web page then you will
need to set a bookmark at that image before doing the hotspot.

25.3 Pedigree Point
This software runs on a web site and stores data in a MySQL database. Users of the web site can enter a partial
search string and get a matching list of names. Clicking on a name will then display the pedigree.
For more information on PedPoint please go to the web site www.pedigreepoint.com . Note PedPoint is an open
source product that is free for non-commercial use. It is provided by us as a service to the general community.
You can obtain a copy of the PedPoint installation package from us by emailing support@breedmate.com.
Exporting for PedPoint can be done either by producing text files for manual upload and execution using
phpMyAdmin or you can directly export to the web site.
To begin the export process click on TOOLS-Export PedigreePoint. The following dialog appears:

The fields which must be filled in for both types of export are:
•

Field List - Field List" textbox to allow setting the list of fields which will be exported. These must be
actual field names in the MySQL database. This is useful if you do not which to write to all fields, e.g. in
the "account" table some of the fields are set by the PedigreePoint software such as LastLogon.

•

Fetch –this button will retrieve the “Field List” actually on the PedPoint server. This can also be useful
when trying to understand why an export is failing. It will also retrieve the “Database” name. This is only
required when using “Export to File”.

•

Expression – this is like any other export string in that normal text is sent as is and any text in square
brackets is replaced by the contents of the field with that name. E.g. [Sire]. Also fields beginning with %$
have special meaning. The normal export string is “%2, '[Name]', %3, %4, '[Sex]', '[DOB%1]', '[Titles]',
'[Obedience]', '[Reg No.]', '[Color]', '[Photo]'”. The Build button will assist in creating this string. For
more information on expression go to Section 23 Expressions.

•

Table Name – this is the name of your table in the MySQL database. It is normally pedigree unless you
have multiple breed “databases” (actually each is a table).

•

Section size – actually only ever used for file exports. This is the number of records per file. It should not
be too large otherwise the file upload may time out. It shouldn’t be too small either otherwise there will
be too many files to upload.

•

Export File – the name of the export file. Typically, several files will be generated. If there are 30,000
records in your database and the section size has been set to 10,000 then you would have three export
files. The name of each file is the same except for a sequence number in parentheses. If you selected
the file name “C:\Temp\Fred.txt” then you would get three files, i.e. “C:\Temp\Fred (1).txt”,
“C:\Temp\Fred (2).txt”, “C:\Temp\Fred (3).txt”. Note that if the “Generate Gzip’ed file” option is
selected then the file name will be forced to have a .GZ extension. The Browse button can be used to
help create the file path by allowing selecting of a folder.

•

Export to File button – should only be pressed if exporting to a file.

•

URL – this is the URL for your web site with cgi-bin/pp_loader.pl tacked on the end. Hence if your web
site www.mypoodles.com then the URL should be http://www.mypoodles.com/pp_loader.aspx.

•

Password – only used for direct web site exports. This password is set by you in your pp_config.pl file
which you would have modified and uploaded to your web site when you first set it up.

•

Export To Web button – only pressed when doing a direct web export.

To export to the web, click the Fetch button first then manually check that there is a one to one
correspondence between the fields in the “Field List” and the “Expression”. If a field is of type string then in the
Expression it must be in single quotes.
If you do not want to export all fields then just remove them from both the Expression and the Field List. Also
make sure that in the table schema a default value has been set for any field you are not exporting.
Sometimes there are issues when using export to web or may simply prefer to export the file. In that case you
will need to login to your control panel, then select phpMyAdmin, click on the Import tab as shown below. Next
click on the “Choose File” button and select the file generated by the PedPoint export.
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After exporting data to PedigreePoint you can try the search page. A typical search page in PedPoint is shown
below. Note that you can search a number of separate fields – not just the name field. There is also an option to
select how many generations to display in the pedigree.

A typical search results page is shown below:
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26 Views
26.1 Change the size of the PedCloud window
Move the cursor so that it is above the edge of the window - the cursor will change shape to a double headed
arrow - when it does, click and drag the mouse to get the desired size. Double clicking the title bar will maximise
/ minimise the window.

26.2 Change the position of the PedCloud window
Click in the title bar and drag window to its desired position.

26.3 Move around the grid view
Use the horizontal or vertical scroll bars or use the keyboard commands, Page Up, Page Down, Home, End, left
and right arrow, up and down arrow.

26.4 Trial matings
The pedigree for a proposed mating can be viewed by creating a dummy record for the mating then displaying
its pedigree as you do for any other record.
The dummy record can be called anything but if you start the name with a “#” then it will appear at the
beginning of the table, e.g. “#Mating – Lucy and Geordie”. Using this method you can also calculate the
inbreeding coefficient of the proposed mating by selecting the dummy record and using EDIT-Calculate
Inbreeding.

26.5 View Show Results
To view all show results, go to the database view and from the Table menu select Show. To view show results
for a specific entry, click on a cell in the name field of the Show Table containing the entries name then select
MARK-Substring, then select VIEW-Marked Only.

27 Printing
27.1 Printing from the Database View
The database view is great for listing information on a large number of entries. To print out your entire database
simply select FILE-Print. More fields can be printed across the page by selecting the landscape printing mode
using FILE-Print Setup. You can restrict what fields are displayed using the Field Chooser to hide fields or change
their order. The records which are displayed can be selected by filtering or sorting.

27.2 Selecting the Print Area
The print area is selected literally be selecting an area on the grid. This is done this done by clicking on the top
left cell of the area, then going down to the bottom right, hold down the shift key and click on that cell.
When then the Print dialog comes up it detects that you have an area selected and sets the "Print Range" option
to "Selection".

27.3 Printing Forms
Printing forms is as simple as selecting FILE-Print. Note every form has its own particular paper size and
PedCloud will automatically setup the printer for that paper size.

27.4 Print a list of all dogs belonging to a particular kennel
Select any cell in the name field, type the kennel prefix in the edit box and select Substring from the Mark
menu. Next select the Filter Marks toolbar. This will Cause only those records which are marked to be displayed
on screen and also when printing. The final step is to print using the FILE-Print command.

27.5 Print out all offspring of a selected entry Select all offspring up to 1st or 2nd or 3rd or 4th or All generations. Then select FILE-Print .

27.6 Print all ancestors of a selected entry
Select the entry then select Ancestors from the Mark menu. Next select the Filter Marks toolbar button and
then print.

27.7 Print all dogs with a selected genetic disease
Select a cell in the GD field, enter the disease name in the edit box and select Substring from the Mark menu.
Next select the Filter Marks toolbar button and then print.

27.8 Print an A3 form on A4 paper.
From the design view select FILE-Print Setup and select Fit To Page and set the Paper Size to A4 then click OK.
Next select File Print.
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28 Contacts Table
The Contacts table stores details on owners, breeders, judges, agents and handlers. To get to that table, click on
the drop down Database toolbar button
. Right-click on the Owner or Breeder fields in the Pedigree
Table to look up names for insertion in the Navigate Tool.
Figure 20.1

Records are added to this database by the addition of matching Owner and Breeder entries from the Pedigree
Database. New entries can be added directly by the user. Click on Database and choose Contacts to open the
Contacts Table, Figure 20.1. Press F5 or click on Add Record to add a new record from a name typed into the
edit box. Complete the Street Address and other fields. The Contacts table is keyed and is sorted by
owner/breeder name. As the name of the database implies, it can be used as a general contacts database, not
just a list of owners and breeders appearing in the Pedigree Database.
Note that the names appearing in the Names column must exactly match the names entered in the Owners or
Breeders fields in the Pedigree table if the owners or breeders details are to appear in forms such as show
entries. If you change the name in either the Pedigree or Contacts table then you must also change it in all other
tables that reference that name.

29 Show Entries / Results
29.1 Show Entries
Show entries can be produced by following these steps:
•

First create a record for the show entry in the Show table. One way of doing this is to go to the Show table,
click on the Add Record button, click in the empty name cell with the right mouse button to bring up the
Navigator then select the entry and Insert. Alternatively if you have already done a show entry which is
very similar to the one you are about to do, just select it in the Show table and use the Copy Record
command (F6 key). See Figure 21.1 which shows a database view of the Show Table.

•

After filling in all the details of the show entry (including date, club, name, breed class), click on the record
and select the Shows button and the show entry form you want from the popup menu.

•

Next feed in a standard preprinted show entry into your printer and select FILE-Print.

•

It is possible that when printed the show details will not align with the preprinted entry form. Use the
design view to move the fields around. First click on Design button then do EDIT-Select All, then use the
cursor keys to move all the selected items. Each press of the cursor keys will move the text 1mm in the
relevant direction. Its also possible you may need to change the paper orientation from landscape to
portrait. This is done again in design view by clicking on the FILE-Print Setup. Remember to FILE-Save Form
File to keep these changes.

•

Make sure that an entry in the Contacts table exists for the owner of the entry otherwise the owners
address, phone number and membership number will not appear. To create an entry, first select a cell
containing the owner’s name, then in the database view select the Table menu and the Contacts table.
Then hit the F5 key to create a record with the owner’s name (it should be in the Edit box because you
previously selected it). Next enter the other details such as address, suburb, phone number.

Figure 21.1 - Show Entries

29.2 Show Results
Show results are also stored in the Show table and will use the same records as the show entry. In other words
you would first create a show record for the show entry, then fill in the show results in the same record.
To view the show results for one particular entry, click on a name cell with the entries name and select MARKSubstring then use select “View primary marked” from the toolbar -

.
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To view results for one particular judge, select the judge’s name by clicking on a cell containing the judges name
- it will then appear in the edit box (alternately you can just type the name into the edit box). Then repeat as
before.

30 Medical / Heats / Mates / Litters
30.1 Medical Records
The Medical table can be accessed by clicking on the Database drop down button and selecting Medical from
the menu. This table contains the medical records for all of your dogs (for whichever breed this file is for). Note
that vaccination records should be kept in the Vaccination table.

30.2 Heats / Mates Records
The Heats / Mates table stores details on the heats and possibly matings of all your animals. The Heats / Mates
table can be accessed by clicking on the Database drop down button and selecting Heats / Mates from the
menu.
To see the Heats / Mates records for a particular dog, from the Heats / Mates table click on the dog’s name and
then select MARK-Substring, then use select “View primary marked” from the toolbar.
If you would like to store additional information, it is a simple matter to add more fields and resize these fields.

30.3 Entering Litters
First you need to add one record to the Litters table as shown below.

Follow these steps:
• go to Litter table using the drop menu from the Database button
• type the litter reg # and hit F5 to add the record
• type each field and hit Enter to move to the next field
• some fields, like sire and dam have a drop list to select from
It is important that you enter a Litter Reg No. even if one is not required because the next step is to go to the
“Puppy Records” or “Kitten Records” etc table and add a record for each offspring in the litter. Each of those
records must have its “Litter Reg No.” field filled in with the same value you entered in the Litter record as
shown below.
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31 Titles, Colors, Countries Tables
When you enter data into the Titles, Obedience and Color fields etc, Pedigree Cloud creates matching entries for
these fields just as it does for sires and dams. To see these matching entries right click on a cell in that column
and select View Lookups.

Figure 23.1 - _PreTitle Table

The records matching entries from a number of fields in the Pedigree table. You can edit entries in these table.
You can delete records or add new ones or edit existing ones. If e.g. you add the color “Yellow” to the _Color
table then when you return to the Pedigree table and click on the Color field, the combobox on the toolbar will
provide a drop down list that now also includes Yellow.
Entries are added to these lookup tables by Pedigree Cloud mainly by the addition of matching entries.
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32 Registration Table/Forms
The “HerdKeeper” version of Pedigree Cloud (designed for goats etc) stores all registration information in the
registration table. Each record in this table corresponds to one registration. The data can be entered using the
database view (hit F6 then enter in details) or use the “Enter Registration” form by clicking on the “Dialogs”
button.
Once you have entered the information you can then display the completed registration form by clicking on the
“Breeding” button and selecting the appropriate form. Currently we have ADGA, KGBA and NPGA forms.
Note that not all fields are required for some forms.
Note also that there does appear to be repeated information in this table and the Pedigree table. There are
reasons for this – principally that you need to freeze the information you entered for that form so you refer back
to it later. If we simply repeated information from the Pedigree table then the original registration forms
contents may change when you make changes to the Pedigree table.
There is some additional information which is obtained from linked tables. In particular the breeder, owner and
transferred to fields will use information from the Contacts table such as address, membership no’s etc. It is
therefore important that you have a matching record for these fields in the Contacts table. The names must
match exactly (case is not important) or there will be missing address information. To check if the fields have a
matching record click on a filed like Owner then the use Find-Key command.

33 Sharing Data
Pedigree Cloud allows data to be shared in the following formats:
•

Imported and export a file in CSV (comma separated value text) format (*.csv files). This is a format that
is supported by most spreadsheet programs such as Microsoft Excel.

•

Merging a different database into your current database

•

Import and export a XML file in OPSX format

•

Copy and paste text in Excel format (tab between fields and CR/LF at end of each record).

These formats are explained in the following sections.

33.1 Exporting a CSV File
Use the TOOLS-Export CSV command. This will bring up the dialog similar to that shown below:

Note that fields which are “hidden” still hold their place but no data for that field is exported. Hidden fields are
shown with a light grey text color,
Use the dialog as follows:
•

First enter the name of the file to which the CSV data will be exported. Use the Browse button to assist
if required.

•

The fields which are exported can be set via the Field Chooser button The “Select All Fields” button will
set all fields on for export.

•

Note: Fields will be automatically enclosed in double quotes if the field contains either commas (or
whichever separator has been selected) or double quotes.
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•

Select “Export field headings” to get have a first line with the field names.

•

Select “Only export marked records” as an option.

•

Set the maximum number of records per CSV file. This useful if you are exporting a very large file as it
will split the data across several files. The files will have the name you specified but with a sequence
number in parentheses at the end of the name, so if you select “XYZ.CSV” and three files were created
then they would be called XYZ (1).CSV, XYZ (2).CSV and XYZ (3).CSV.

•

Set the “Export Import separator” to which ever character you want to separate the exported fields.

•

Click on the “Export” button to export only those fields as set by the check boxes.

•

Note: PedCloud detects the last non-empty field in each record and only outputs up to and including
that field. This avoids generating large numbers of empty fields with commas at the end of each record
and usually halves the exported file size.

Pedigree Cloud will output the database table that is currently active to a CSV format file. Be sure that you give
the converted file the CSV extension; the name of the new file should be in the form: filename.csv.
The format of the CSV file (Comma Separated Values) is fields enclosed in double quotes and separated by
commas, e.g. “Name”, “Sex”, “27/7/2006” etc. If a field contains a double quote character then it is escaped by
a preceding double quote. This is the format used by Excel.

33.2 Importing a CSV File
Use the command TOOLS-Import CSV to import a file in CSV format into your database.
The file importer expects data in the following format:
•

CSV text format, i.e. one line per record with each field separated by commas or other user specified separator
and with the field data optionally enclosed in double quotes.

•

Date format in your database must be the same as in the data being imported. Again you could use Notepad to
confirm what the date format is. To change the date format in your current database, click on the design button
(green triangle), got to the format column of the DOB field and select the appropriate format. After the import,
you can change the date format back.

When using this command the following dialog appears:

The dialog should be used as follows:
•

First select a file to read in by typing or pasting into the “File:” edit box the file’s path or use the Browse button to
select the file.

•

The grid displays the input file based on the current setting for the field separator which can be chosen from the
combobox at the top of the dialog.

•

If input fields are not appearing in the correct column select one or more contiguous fields, then click either the
left or right button to move the selected header field in that direction. Note the data columns do NOT move, only
the column heading, i.e. which column the data goes into.

•

PedCloud requires each name to be unique, whereas some other programs might use the registration number as
the unique key or a combination of fields. Hence if the name of a record (i.e. the contents of the name field) is the
same as an existing record or the same as another record in the data being imported then that record will be
discarded.

•

The grid shows a preview of the input data. Click the Import button to actually load the input data. After doing so
the dialog will disappear and the Table view will be updated.

33.3 Merging a Database File
The FILE-Merge Database will merge another Pedigree Cloud database into your currently open database file. This is a
completely automatic function once initiated. Note there is also an interactive database compare and merge facility called
Merge Manager which is described in Section 18. After selecting this command a dialog appears as shown below.
Use the dialog as follows:
•

Enter the name of the source database in the “Database file to Merge:” field. Use the “Browse…” button if you
wish to search for the file.

•

Select the “Merge option…” from one of the following: "Combine them, only filling in blanks in current database
record", "Don't import records with the same name", "Change the name of the incoming record by adding [other
field] to the name"
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•

If the "Change the name…” option is selected then you should also select “Other field to add to name”. In this case
when there is a name collision, the incoming record will have its name altered by adding the contents of the
specified field in square brackets. If the other field is "Country" and that field contains say “Denmark” then “Fred”
would be changed to “Fred [Denmark]”.

•

If the “Combine them…” option is selected then if a record already exists for a given name, then data from the
source record may be merged into any blank field in the destination record.

•

Lastly press the OK button to begin the merge.

Note: The Merge Manager feature will also merge in a file but allows the user to interactively compare the
merging database with current database.

33.4 Importing Data from Excel
This can be done by either saving your Excel data as a CSV file and then using the TOOLS-Import CSV command
or simply copy the data from Excel using EDIT-Copy (first selecting the relevant rows and columns), then
switching to PedCloud and its Grid view and using the EDIT-Insert Records command.
There are however two things you must do:
•

Make sure that the columns in Excel are in the same order as they appear in PedCloud, i.e. the first
column must be name, then sex, date of birth, sire, dam etc.

•

The format of your dates must be the same as displayed in PedCloud. You can either change the date in
Excel first, or before importing or pasting, set the date format in PedCloud.

33.5 Importing AKC files
To import AKC files use the “TOOLS-Import AKC File..." command. AKC files a pipe (|) separated data files,
similar to comma separated files except the separator is a pipe symbol (|). The columns in each file are:
dog_name|dog_sex|dog_number|whelp_date|dog_color|owner_breeder|sire_name|sire_number|sire_studb
ook_date|dam_name|dam_number|dam_studbook_date|dog_country|sire_country|dam_country.

When the menu command is used it will bring up a dialog as shown below.

The steps to use the dialog are:
-

Select the “Keep names in uppercase” option to keep all names in upper case, or don’t select it to
convert all the names from ALL CAPS to title case

-

Enter a “Studbook date”. This will go into the “Studbook No.” column when imported.

-

Click the Browse button to select the AKC file.

-

After viewing the PREVIEW, if you change the above options, click the “Refresh” button to apply to the
preview.

The processing it does on the AKC file to display the above dialog is as follows:
-

It ignores these columns: sire_number, sire_studbook_date, dam_studbook_date, sire_country,
dam_country

-

It splits the owner_breeder column into separate Owner and Breeder fields

-

It puts the following columns in these Pedigree table fields: dog_name => Name, dog_sex => Sex,
dog_number => Registration, whelp_date => DOB, dog_color => Color, sire_name => Sire, dam_name =>
Dam, dog_country => Country of Origin

-

Fixes DOB date which has only two digit year.

-

If there is an existing record in the database with the same case insensitive name then it uses that for
the Name, Sire and Dam fields.

-

If there is an existing record with the same name then the AKC import record is not loaded.

-

If there are no records that match the Sire and Dam being imported then a matching record is created
and the Sex automatically filled.

After viewing the preview, click the “Import” button to import he AKC file into the database.
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34 Inbreeding & Relationship Coefficients

35 Pedigree Calculations
As well as the bulk COI calculator in the previous section we also have a separate view called “Pedigree
Calculations” that can be access either from the toolbar TOOLS drop down button, or by clicking on the
“Pedigree Calculations” tab at the bottom of the screen.
It is fairly simple to use. Just select the number of generations to calculate COI to and then click the Calculate
button. If you want to save the results to a CSV file then click the “Save results” button.
The number of generations is selectable from 5, 10, 15, 20, All. You can also type in a specific number of
generations. Note that the “All” option uses a different and much FASTER method to calculate. For example for
a database of 30,000 records it could take about 9 seconds to calculate the COI for all records for ALL
generations, but if you select 20 generations it takes over a 100 seconds which is 10 x slower. The reason we
even allow the option of selecting the number of generations is that some users prefer it that way.
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36 Text / HTML Reports
While many of the forms available in PedCloud are graphical, there are also text based reports available. The
advantage of text reports is that they are emailable. To include a report, use the EDIT-Copy command then
paste into your email.
The text reports also include HTML reports. HTML reports are simply text with some special character sequences
added. To produce an HTML file, from the toolbar use the View in browser command. This will save it in the
“C:\Users\Public\Documents\Breedmate” folder as a file called “temp.html”. If the page included a photo then
it will be stored in the Photos sub-folder of the above folder.
Some sample text reports are described in the following sections.

36.1 4-10G HTML Pedigree
This one HTML pedigree can be easily configured for 4 to 10 generations by simply selecting the number of
generations from the toolbar.

36.2 3-10G Text Pedigree
This one report can be changed to be any number of generations from 3 to 10 by selecting the Generation from
the toolbar. A sample of the 4G pedigree is shown below. The information shown in each generation is user
definable.

36.3 Siblings Report
The siblings report lists full siblings, sire siblings and dam siblings in individual groups with a heading containing
the sire and or dam as appropriate. A sample is shown below.
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36.4 Sire/Dam Line
A sample sire line is shown below. The information and layout are definable by the user.

36.5 Offspring
The offspring report groups offspring according to mating. A sample is shown below.
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37 Emailing Pedigrees
37.1 Text Pedigrees – not supported
These are the easiest to email and is supported by all email programs.
First select the entry you wish display in this report by clicking on it in the Grid view, then select the text
pedigree you want by selecting it from the Reports button . Use Ctrl-A to select all, then Ctrl-C to copy the text
to the clipboard, then open a new email and paste it in using Ctrl+V.

37.2 Form Pedigrees
Form type pedigree can be also be inserted into emails though the method will vary depending on the email
software as outlined n the following sections.
37.2.1 Microsoft Outlook
Just select the pedigree form and entry, then use EDIT-Copy.
In your Outlook email, click where you want the pedigree to go and use Ctl+V to paste the image.. The use EDITCopy as Image to copy the image to the clipboard. This format can be easily pasted into almost any application
including email, as shown below where we have an Outlook email window.
Select this form

Note your email must be in HTML format.
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38 Ownership Records
This section describes how to enter data to display on the Ownership Record form under the Breeding button.
The top half of the Ownership form contains information from the Pedigree table and the Ownership table while
the bottom part of the form contains data from the Heats/Mates table. Note you can switch between tables by
clicking on the relevant table under the Database section of the Chooser bar.
Follow these steps:
1. Create a record in the Pedigree table if one doesn’t already exist. Note the ownership form uses a lot of
information from this record such as the sire, dam, registration #, color. To create a record simply type
a name in Grid view and hit the F5 key, then type data into each field hitting Enter to complete entering
data in that field and moving to the next. You can also use the mouse to select a cell or the keyboard
arrow keys. Note you may need to hit the ESC key to enable use of the arrow keys.
2. Create a record in the Ownership table. This table holds details such as “Date of Purchase”, “Purchased
From” etc.
3. Create a record for every mating your sire or dam has had. The dam’s name goes in the “Dam’s Name”
field and the sire’s name goes in the “Mated With” field.

That’s it. To display your ownership form, switch to the Ownership table, select the record from the Grid view,
then select the Ownership form from Forms/Breeding section of the Chooser bar. Note that if the ownership
record is for a sire you must select the male version of the form and use the female version for the dam.

39 FAQ
FAQ stands for Frequently Asked Questions and is a common abbreviation on the net. We’ve lumped many
common questions into this section.

39.1 No Forms Loaded
If you don’t have a form file open then you won’t be able to view any pedigrees. Use FILE-Open and open the
appropriate form file, e.g. UsdogForms2.fox (US Dogs) or CatForms2.fox (non-US Cat forms).

39.2 Add a new entry
From the database view or form view enter the name of the entry in the edit box then click on the Add Record
button or hit the F5 key or select Add Record from the Edit menu.

39.3 Remove an Unwanted Choice
When entering data in some fields the combo box on the toolbar will automatically drop down and offer a
choice of items to insert. For example when entering in Sire or Dam you will be offered a choice of names from
the Pedigree table and when entering into the Owner and Breeders fields you will be offered a list from the
Name field of the Contacts table.
To remove or edit the choices, first right click on the cell and select “View Lookups”. This will take you to the
lookup table. To remove a choice, just delete the corresponding record. To edit a choice, edit the lookup record.
Note that if the lookup table is the Choices table then each record provides lookups for many fields so you
shouldn’t delete any records as this will affect other choices, but what you can do is move items in that column
up or down or delete them using the Delete key.

39.4 Change data
The data in any cell can be changed by first clicking on it - the data will then appear in the edit box where it can
be modified - then hit Enter. Note that after updating a cell, the current selection will move to the next cell on
the right, thus facilitating entry of consecutive fields.

39.5 Copy the whole table to the clipboard
Click in the black rectangle in the top left corner of the database view then select EDIT-Copy.

39.6 Copy a range of entries to the clipboard
In the database view select the first entry by clicking in the index field (left most field containing the index
number) then, while holding the SHIFT key down, select the last entry in the range by clicking on its index field
then select Copy (Edit menu).

39.7 Copy all entries belonging to a particular kennel to a new database
Select any cell in the name field, type the kennel prefix in the edit box and select Substring from the Mark
menu. Next select Marked Only from the View menu and then click in the black corner box to select all cells
then select Copy (Edit menu). Create a new database and insert clipboard contents by selecting Insert (Edit
menu).

39.8 Copy all ancestors of a selected entry to a new database
Select the entry then select Ancestors from the Mark menu. Next select Marked Only from the View menu and
then click in the black corner box to select all cells then select Copy from the Edit menu. Create a new database
and insert clipboard contents as above.
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39.9 Copy the contents of one cell to another
Select the source cell, then click in that cell and drag across to the destination cell and release the mouse
button. Note during dragging, the cursor changes to an arrow with a plus sign.

39.10 Delete an entry
Select any cell in the entry then select EDIT-Delete Record from the Edit menu or hit the F7 key.

39.11 Delete a range of entries
Select the range first by clicking on the top most cell then, holding shift down, click on the bottom most cell.
Next select EDIT-Delete Record. Note in Filter Marks mode - only marked entries are deleted.

39.12 Delete all marked entries
Select the Filter Marks button then select all records by clicking in the black box in the top left of the view. Next
select EDIT-Delete Record then turn off Filter Marks button.

39.13 Delete a column in the database.
Select a region containing all the data after this field, i.e. a region which contains the field immediately to the
right of the field to be deleted and including the last field (rightmost) and including the first and last records in
the table. Next use EDIT-Cut the select the first field (i.e. first record) of the field to be deleted, then use EDITPaste. The names of the fields will have to be individually updated.
Warning - the forms (e.g. pedigrees) are all designed to hook into particular fields based on their numeric order
and if any fields are deleted then you may have to redesign some of the fields in some forms. In any case the
sire and dam fields should never be moved.

39.14 Delete the contents of a region of cells.
First select the region (click on top left cell, then holding shift down select the bottom right cell). Next hit the
Delete key.

39.15 Family tree or other form doesn’t show ancestors.
PedCloud constructs a tree by looking for an entry’s parents by matching the entry’s sire or dam field against an
entry with the same name. The problem of not showing ancestors is therefore due to sire or dam names not
matching the name field of another entry. PedCloud ignores uppercase or lower case when matching, but it can
fail to match if there are extra characters, e.g. spaces. If there are extra spaces at the beginning or end of a
name or two or more spaces in between the words in a name then the match will fail.
The solution is to check the name carefully, or simply use copy and paste to transfer the name of one entry to
the relevant sire or dam field of another entry.
Another possible cause of missing names is that an entry does not exist in the name of a sire or dam, e.g. you
may have created an entry and filled in the sire and dam but not put the sire and dam in as entries (i.e. a record
with their name in the name field). Unless an entry exists for the sire (or dam) they will not appear in a pedigree.
The solution is simple, just click on the sire (or dam) and hit F5 to create an entry in that name.

39.16 No Forms are loaded. Use File - Open and select *.FOX
This will occur if the forms file was closed, or could not be found. In fact this message can be issued even after
the form is actually loaded.
If no form is loaded simply use FILE-Open and select a form. Note you may have click on the “List Files of Type”
list box and select *.FOX before you will see any forms files. The form files are normally located in “Public
Documents\Breedmate”.

In the case where a forms file is loaded and the message still persists, just select the forms file by clicking on the
Window menu and selecting the forms file.

39.17 Default Breed - can’t change it
In the database view, use VIEW-Set Default Breed and put the required breed in the dialog box.

39.18 The pedigree form doesn’t fit on the page
First select the form, then go into design mode by clicking on the green rectangle, then use FILE-Print Setup and
ensure the Fit To Page is selected. Next you may have to move the text at the bottom of the pedigree
downwards (this helps to pull the width in!). This can be done by selecting the text and lines and then using the
down arrow cursor key to move the selected items down the page.

39.19 Selected field in Design View has Wrong Name
In design view, when you select a field, its value will be shown in the field combo box. The value shown will not
be correct however, unless the record which surrounds it has been selected first thus setting the table combo to
the correct value.

39.20 Asterisks Appear on Form
This will happen if you have an expression defined on a form and that expression refers to a field in a table that
doesn’t exist. This typically happens if users change the name of a field.
The solution is to either change the name back, or modify the expressions that refer to that field.

39.21 Pedigree Chart or Descendant Chart nodes are blank
You need to specify what fields you want to see – use EDIT-Node Expression.

39.22 Re-arrange fields
Use the Field Chooser toolbar button. A dialog appears – re-arrange the field order by moving them up or down
or hiding them. Multiple fields can be selected. You can also create new field arrangements which you can then
quickly switch between. To create a new arrangement, enter a name in the combobox and click on New.

39.23 Show only records for a given Kennel Name
This is easily done using the various filtering commands. Use the MARK-Substring command to mark only those
records where the name contains the given kennel name then click on the “View primary marks” on the toolbar.

39.24 I didn’t remove duplicates when merging
So you may now have a lot of entries with names ending in (1) or (2). This is easily fixed. First use MARK-Clear
All, then select the Name column, then MARK-Substring and use settings as shown below.
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Click OK then from the toolbar select View Primary Marked. AT this point you should only see records that have
a (1) in the name. Click on the Name column header then use F7 to delete all selected records.
No records will be displayed because you are only viewing marked records and there are no marked records so
use from the toolbar select View All

again to turn that option off.

40 Other Features
40.1 Neat Stuff – not supported
•

To determine if all carriers of a specific genetic disease originate from one carrier use the MARK-Common
Ancestor command (note you will need to mark the carriers first using MARK-Substring).

•

When entering litters, be sure to use the Copy Record command (F6 key).

•

It’s easy to see lines of descent from a selected entry by selecting it then using MARK-Descendants.

•

Data can be copied from or pasted to Word or Excel.

•

Pedigrees can be saved as PNG files (like GIF files) so that they can be placed on web sites or sent via email.

•

The font of the grid in the database view can be changed using VIEW-Set Grid Font.
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